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I am happy to report that the 201 4-21 05 academic year was yet another
tremendous success for the Old Gal. This year saw more than 2,500 young men

join our brotherhood�a record amount for the sixth consecutive year. Leading
the way our University of Arizona Chapter saw nearly 70 new members join
this academic year! Alpha Sig also has a record presence on college campuses
throughout the United States, Canada, and United Kingdom, totaling 98 chapters,

29 colonies and 2 interest groups. This achievement is the result of the Grand Council's continued focus
on growth, our world-class Fraternity staff, and most importantly the efforts of thousands of brothers like

you throughout the world. Each of us should take great pride In knowing that we are playing a part in
building a stronger, more vibrant Fraternity for brothers to come.

This past academic year saw a renewed focus by our undergraduates on our virtue of Charity. In

a time when Fraternity, and Greek like in general, is under constant scrutiny and receives attention

only for the actions of the misguided minority, Alpha Sig remains true to our tenet of Charity.
This academic year our undergraduate brothers devoted nearly 90,000 hours of service to the
communities they call home. Projects like those completed by our UC Davis Chapter, where the
brothers volunteered to assist with a local elementary school's fundraiser and our University of
Maryland Chapter's work on behalf of RAINN demonstrate that Alpha Sigs are good citizens and
instill in our newest brothers the life-long value of Charity

tn addition to being charitable with time, our undergraduate brothers raised nearly $265,000 dollars this

year for various charities. Events like the Grand Valley Chapter's bike trip around Lake Michigan for CCI, in
which the chapter raised over $30,000 show the positive effect Fraternity can have on those in need.

This is indeed an exciting time to be an Alpha Sig. We continue to be graced with a period of tremendous

accomplishment and success. As we approach Elevate, and what will yet again be the largest collection
of Alpha Sigs ever, we should all be proud of the state of the Old Gai. We also must continue to challenge
ourselves to dream big and to give of our time, talent, and resources so that those who have yet to
experience our brotherhood can benefit and our Fraternity can Better the World Through Better Men.

/'*'^~�-~�-_^

Bryan Proctor, Grand Valley '96



THE MYSTIC CIRCLE
The Famous Beta
Steve Mehlman, American '61

From World War II and the Orange
Bowl to a Civil War battlefield and our

nation's capital, it's been an unusual

journey for one of Alpha Sig's most
iconic symbols, the famous Beta
Chi bell on the campus of American

University.
For more than 60 years, after
initiations, athletic victories, black-
and-white formals, and other

important events, the brothers of
the Beta Chi chapter have used a

sledgehammer to pound their bell
in celebration. Obviously it's not your
normal bell� it's a 600-plus pound torpedo head
from World War II painted cardinal and stone.

In 1955, two years after Beta Chi obtained it, the
bell was stolen from its campus spot in front of
the fraternity house. The brothers thought they
would never see it again. But while listening to
the Orange Bow! in Miami between Maryland
and Oklahoma on New Year's Day 1 956, a few
attentive Sig football fans heard something familiar.
When Man/land kicked its two field goals that
afternoon, the ear-splitting sound of the Beta Chi
Bell reverberated through the Orange Bowl.

Shortly thereafter, following a 2,000-mile round trip,
a Man/land fraternity returned the bell to Beta Chi
with thanks and appreciation .The Sigs secured the
bell with steel rods sunk in 200 pounds of concrete

Beta Chi's prized bell with this year's graduates from the chapter.
to make sure this would never happen again.
Using acid, acetylene torches, and a tow truck, a
rival AU fraternity "borrowed" the bell again, this
time for two-and-a-half years.

It was not until April 1 964 that the bell was finally
located� thanks to the diligence of the Beta Chi
brothers and a Prince William County Deputy
Sheriff� in a ravine at the Civil War battlefield in

Manassas, VA.

When the bell was returned to campus, a smiling
Beta Chi president Hubert "Skip" Humphrey,
American '89, said: "Every measure of security will
be used to protect the bell forever."

Fifty-one years later, he's been right so far. -:

Beta Chi BrotherAlex Romero provided information for this story.

'Alpha Sigs are everywhere!'
Past Grand Historian Robert Kutz, UC-Berkeley '67, shares a recent communication he received

regarding a bit of brotherhood serendipity.
Pat McNamara, Washington '69, ofWoodinville, says that Alpha Sigs are everywherel The retirement

community where Brother McNamara works recently hosted a group of students from Oregon State

University who performed their ballroom dancing steps for the "old kids" at the community. He talked
afterward with one student, a civil engineering major, and asked if he belonged to a fraternity.
To Brother McNamara's surprise, the student answered, "Yes, Alpha Sigma Phi."

"Wow, small world," McNamara says, "He is a sophomore. Marcel Erickson, Oregon State '13, and he
loves being an Alpha Sig!"
Brother Kutz points out that it's great having enough chapters active west of the Mississippi that these
chance encounters occur. �-.
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CLVEN Update: HelpingMore Chapters
Aaron Bullock, Wake Forest 09

CLVEN, the National House Corporation for Alpha
Sigma Phi, has been busy.
Since its inception, CLVEN has granted funds
to nine chapters, totaling nearly $100,000. And
interest in CLVEN's support is on the rise.

Formed in 201 1 , CLVEN provides financial
assistance to chapters wanting to acquire a shared

living space, or renovate or improve an existing
space. To receive funds, chapters must submit an

application outlining the need and the chapter's
performance during the previous three years.
Applications are reviewed by the CLVEN board and
if approved, funds may be granted.
The most recent recipients include the University
of Texas-Austin and Illinois State University.
University of Texas - Austin was loaned $13,000
in order to help secure a housing opportunity
starting in the 201 5-201 6 academic year The Delta
Omicron Chapter at Illinois State received a loan of
$10,000 to help purchase furniture for its chapter
house. Part of the loan provided to Illinois State
is forgivable if the chapter meets performance
benchmarks.

At the 53rd Grand Chapter, held in summer of
2014, delegates voted overwhelmingly to change
Alpha Sigma Phi's constitution and bylaws to add

more structure to the house corporations. Chapters
are now required to have a recognized house

corporation to be eligible for funds. \^_J| j J;:^^
Since that change, 1 0 chapters have created
house corporations and completed all requirements
to be recognized by the Fraternity: .,,,�.

� Nu House Corporation (UC-Berkeiey) --* * "
'

� Alpha lota House Corporation (gn,iy.agity of
Alabama) ....^

� Beta Omicron House Corporation (Trine

University)
� Beta Zeta House Corporation (Nortii Carolina State

University)
� Delta Omicron House Corporation (Illinois state

University)
� Delta Phi House Corporation (Grand Vaiiey State

University)
� Epsilon Pi House Corporation (Miami University)
� Zeta Kappa House Corporation (UW-Whitewater)
� Gamma lota House Corporation (University of
Arizona)

� Eta Kappa House Corporation (UNC-Chapei Hiii)

Chapters interested in forming house corporations
or wanting more information about CLVEN and its
resources should contact Danny Miller, director
of undergraduate engagement, at dmiller�
alphasiqmaphi.org or 31 7.843.1 91 1 . ext. 240. *

Alpha Sigs Against SexualViolence

y

Sexual assault on college campuses
is receiving heightened attention. The
White House has made combating
rape on campus a national priority and
the trend is toward making students,
and men, a part of the solution.

In 2013, Alpha Sigma Phi became

the first NIC member fraternity to
partner with a national organization
to combat sexual assault. An

undergraduate committee at the 2012 Grand Chapter
recommended partnering with RAINN* one of our

philanthropic partners. RAINN's mission is to help
survivors, educate the public, and improve sexual

assault laws and policies. Since its inception in 1994,

.E

E1n\

,
. *^' �.^-J^ '-^-V/^ Ai?'^. ..'- , V

RAINN has served more than
2 million survivors through the

National Sexual Assault Hotline
and has helped lead the fight

^ against sexual assault on college
campuses.

Alpha Sigma Phi dedicated April
(Sexual Assault Awareness and

Prevention Month) to RAINN�

and more than 60 chapters and colonies hosted
educational and fundraising events to further the
cause. Last year, Alpha Sigs raised enough money
to educate 550,000 people on sexual assault

prevention and recovery. �
'the nation's largest anti-sexual violence organization

Summer 201 5 Alpha Sigma Phi ^ TOMAHAWK



Illinois State
Recruitment
Spotlight
Since the chapter's rechartering in

2013, Alpha Sigma Phi has worked

hard to be a strong, positive force

within the Illinois State University
Greek community.

"The driving force for recruitment
has been authenticity," says Delta

Omicron President, Jonah Samp, Illinois
State '14. "When a potential new member

comes by during rush week, the number one

reason they say they are interested in us is

because of the strong brotherhood they see."

That hasn't always been the case. Alpha Sigma
Phi Fraternity first chartered at ISU in 1988. The

chapter was closed eight years later and began
a 1 5-year absence of Alpha Sigs at ISU. Initial

efforts to bring Alpha Sigma Phi back to campus
resulted in an 18-man group in spring 2012.

By spring 2015, Delta Omicron had grown to a

chapter of 1 00-plus members.

The success Delta Omicron has seen since

its reincarnation has to be attributed to what

Alpha Sigma Phi represents, says Delta Omicron
President Jonah Samp, Illinois State '14.

"As a chapter, we tend to have the mind -set

that if you are striving for quality, the quantity will

follow," Samp says. '1f we keep recruiting
quality guys, other quality guys
outside the fraternity will see that
and are then likely to join as well."

Taking on community service
projects also sends the right kind
of vibe and message. Samp says.

Among a number of volunteer activities,
the chapter takes part in the Adopt-A-Road
program with weekly trips to its to-be-

adopted road to keep it clean. And this past
April it added another annual event� the Car

Smash Competition, with proceeds going to
benefit RAINN, one of Alpha Sigma Phi's five

philanthropic partners.

"Delta Omicron offers the good image," Samp
says. "We live our values."

DELTA OMICRON BY THE NUMBERS
18 MEMBERS AS OF SPRING '12
88.9Z INCREASE

29.43; INCREASE

34.1% INCREASE

FALL' 12
U NEW (MEMBERS

SPRING' 13

FALL' 13
10 NEW MEMBERS

� 15 NEW MEMBERS

members as of spring '12
members as of spring '15

QDDIWP' 1 /

12.1% INCREASE ^^ 7 NEW MEMBERS
FALL 14

46.5% INCREASE �������������H 32 NEW MEMBERS

ik ^ ^
Delta Omicron had 18 members in spring '12,
but has since recruited 84 men, and now sits with 1 02 members.

"This turnaround reminds us of our commitment to become Better Men.
When we graduate college and see the change in our own lives that the

Fraternity provided, there will be no greater feeling."

-Jonah Samp, Illinois State '14
Delta Omicron President

466.7�' INCREASE

Alpha Sigma Phi TOMAHAWK Summer 201 5



KEVIN
My grandfather is an Alpha Sig (go legacies!), and he asked if we still use

talisman roses at banquets. 1 thought talismans come from Game of Thrones? So
what's up with that?

- Loyal Aipha Sig, but not a horticulture student

M As the Bard of Avon
reminds us in Act II, Scene 11 of
Romeo and Juliet, "what's in a

name? that which we call a rose

by any other name would smell
as sweet."

Except in this case.

The Talisman rose is a specially
bred tea rose (Family: Rosaceae;
Genus: Rosa) that first made its

appearance in 1 930, having been

hybridized by the Western Rose Company Some references say it was born a

year earlier as a result of the work of breeders at the Montgomen/ Rose Company
which charged six times the regular rose plant price for the Talisman. Guess it was

lucky after all. Rose people have heated discussions over the bloom's origins, but
all agree that the Talisman was a unique and utterly beautiful rose, blending red,
golden, and coppery hues.

The Talisman was adopted as the official flower of Alpha Sigma Phi sometime

during the 1940s to honor the merger between Alpha Sigma Phi and Alpha Kappa
Pi. But by the mid-1 960s, the flower had fallen from favor of local florists and
was considered a special order item. By the 1970s, it was rarer still, and soon

afterward no longer used by Alpha Sigma Phi, though it continued to reign as our

official flower. Wisely in 1998 Alpha Sigma Phi designed twin roses as our official
flowers� the yellow tea rose (formerly of Alpha Kappa Pi) and the cardinal rose

(Alpha Sigma Phi's original official flower).

As these things happen, the Talisman rose is making a comeback, and there
are a few commercial nurseries now supplying the plant. But it may be easier to

buy a yellow tea rose and a cardinal rose for your grandfather� better yet for his
sweetheart, your grandmother� and celebrate the joys of shared brotherhood.



VOLUNTEERS
NEEDEBr''^'
The Rev. Terry Matthews, wake Forest 72

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity offers a host of

opportunities for alumni to be involved with on a

variety of levels, beginning with the chapter where
each of us was initiated and extending outward as

our fraternity continues its rapid expansion nationally
and internationally

One of the important changes to occur since

many of us were undergraduates is the addition
of Chapter Councils. These Councils provide the
local chapter with wise advice and guidance from
committed alumni who are passionate about the
health and well-being of Alpha Sigma Phi, and
who want to see their younger brothers reach
their full potential.

Each Council offers a variety of opportunities for
alumni volunteers to reconnect with their chapter.
Each has a Grand Chapter Advisor who coaches
and mentors the undergraduate president seven to
10 hours a month. There are also Chapter Council
Advisors who advise other chapter officers for three
to six hours a month.

Other opportunities for engagement with the
local chapter include the Alumni Association
and House Corporation. The Alumni Association
provides financial support to the chapter and
Chapter Council, and any chapter alumnus can
be a member. The House Corporation holds title
to any real property of the chapter and is open to

any alumnus or parent who wishes to act in this

important capacity.

Because Alpha Sigma Phi is growing
exponentially, alumni are needed to fill critical

leadership roles on an international level. In

particular, we are looking for those who possess
skills to facilitate leadership education in groups
of 1 00 or more or in smaller groups of 1 5 to 20

members. One of the most exciting of these

leadership education opportunities is the aptly
named "Ralph Burns Leadership Institute."

If teaching in a large group setting is not your
gift, there are multiple opportunities for one-
on-one training with undergraduates. Ritual
Education Teams are trained alumni volunteers
who perform our htuals for new groups that do
not have initiated members such as a colony.
Our Officer Transition Teams travel to local

chapters to do workshops in strategic planning,
recruitment, and officer transitions. For those
with busy schedules, the Fraternity offers Ad
Hoc Advisory Boards. These are temporary
committees that serve for a short time and a

specific purpose. If perhaps you have unique
skills in the financial arena, our Foundation

Board, Investment Committee, and Planned

Giving Committee may be areas where you can

serve out of your giftedness.

And if you have a gift for words, we are eager to
have new members on The Tomahawk Editorial
Board. Take it from one who recently stepped
fonA/ard to sen/e. There is no greater joy than
sharing the gifts each of us is blessed with to

help better young men. 1

Interested in volunteering? Please

contact Denis Beaudoin, Ohio Wesieyan '01 ,

director of alumni engagement, at dbeaudoin�

alphasigmaphi.org or 317.843.191 1 . ext. 236

Alpha Sigma Phi ^ fOIUHMMK Sumnner 201 5 7



1 want to give something back to the community and
to Alpha Sigma Phi. For the community, it's me helping
guide the men toward becoming gentlemen. The more

gentlemen we have in the community means the better

community we have. For Alpha Sigma Phi, I like helping
undergraduates become better men and, I hope, make
the world a better place.

Jim Racine, Lawrence Tech '84

Grand Colony Advisor, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs

Continuing to stay involved and make sure that future
brothers have just as life-changing of an experience
as I did is a no-brainer. Volunteering helps me keep
connected, and gives me the pleasure of meeting more

brothers across all ages, walks of life, and regions. I'm
the lucky one to be given such a great opportunity to
stay involved, and make a positive impact on the great
brotherhood we all hold near and dear.

Andrew Felbinger, seton Haii 1 1

Alpha Sigma Phi Foundation Board of Advisors

Like many of us, after graduation, from
Purdue, life got in the way� career, family,
caring for aging parents. I am 51 now and

graduated from Purdue 30 years ago (yikes!),
and just re-engaged with Alpha Sigma Phi

in June of 201 4 as a board member for the

alumni association and house corporation.
It's rewarding to witness young men enjoying
their university experience much as I did and

knowing in life ahead, they'll be guided by the
principles of the Fraternity.

I also served as a facilitator at the Academy
of Leadership in St Louis this past January.
It was inspirational to hear many of the men

there communicate the obstacles they face,
and the hope and courage they are employing
to overcome them. That's rewarding.

Dave Howard, Purdue '83

Purdue House Corporation Board

8 Summer 2015 Alpha Sigma Phi � TOMAHAWK



Tlie GSP Interview:
a talk with BOBMEliEK
GrandSeniorPresident, 1970 to 1974
John Chaney, Indiana '67

Since the inception of

having a national president
for Alpha Sigma Phi, 38
men have held the role.

Robert E. Miller, PhD,
Connecticut '49, is a

distinguished educator

who left an indelible mark

on countless students in

Connecticut. He also made

significant contributions
to Alpha Sigma Phi in

his service on the Grand

Council from 1 966 to 1 974

and as board chairman
of the Alpha Sigma Phi

Foundation from 1982 to

1988. In recognition of Bob's sen/ice, he was
awarded Delta BetaXi in 1964 and in 1988,
the Evin C. Varner Distinguished Alumni Award,
Alpha Sigma Phi's highest honor for an alumnus

volunteer.

7776 Tomahawk recently had the opportunity to
chat with Brother Miller, and his story may be a

bit of a surprise.
TOMAHAWK: You went to college during an age
that was enjoying a post-World War 11 glow. What

brought you to Alpha Sigma Phi?

Bob: I had not planned to join a fraternity when I

went to college, but 1 met several brothers when

I joined the glee club and

marching band. I realized

soon after beginning
my freshman year that

most of the campus
leaders were members of

fraternities and sororities,
and most of the social

activities took place at

their houses.

I joined Alpha Sigma Phi

because I was impressed
by the camaraderie

exhibited by all of the

brothers.

TOMAHAWK: Fond

memories of being an undergraduate?
Bob: Many of the Alpha Sig brothers were

veterans and were attending college on the Gl

Bill. We were known on campus as the singing
fraternity. We often marched to the residence

halls where the sororities were housed and

serenaded them with Alpha Sigma Phi songs.

TOMAHAWK: You have been a dedicated

volunteer at the national level for years. How did

that come about?

Bob: I was elected HSP (chapter president) in my

junior year and again in my senior year. In that

capacity, 1 had contact with the national office.

Alpha Sigma Phi ^ TOMAHAVflC Summer 2015 9



which was then in Delaware, Ohio. I was greatly
impressed by Ralph Burns (Ohio Wesieyan '32,

Omega '93, who was then executive secretary
of the national fraternity) when he made his

periodic visits and by the national office staff

when they visited.

I attended the National Convention at Niagara
Falls in 1950. The major issue was an effort to

remove discriminatory language in membership
eligibility. The University of Connecticut had
mandated that all campus organizations do so or

face being banned from campus. It was the right
thing to do.

After working at an insurance company over a

period of eight years (two of which were service

in the U.S. Army in Germany), I joined the staff of

the University of Connecticut in the Dean of Men's

office. One of my duties was serving as advisor to

fraternities. Ralph Burns invited me to address the

1966 convention at West Point, and the next day, 1

was elected to the Grand Council.

TOMAHAWK: Alpha Sigma Phi was somewhat

smaller at that time than today; some chapters
closed during the social changes that took place
in the late 1960s. Did the Grand Council face

many challenges?
Bob: During my tenure on the Grand Council,
the major issues we faced included reactivating
and establishing new chapters, and aiding the

organizational structure of the national office.

We had some educational programming, but
attendance by undergraduate and alumni brothers

was usually in the 120 to 150 range. It's a pleasure
to know that so many more young men are

attending the educational programs and national

meetings today.
TOMAHAWK: Eight years on the Grand Council is

a long time. Why did you volunteer to sen/e on the

Foundation board?

Bob: After serving on the Grand Council, I moved
on to serve as a trustee of the foundation for a

number of reasons. Chief among them was the

opportunity to continue to interact with some of

the finest individuals one could ever hope to meet.

In addition, I believed then, as I do now, that Alpha
Sigma Phi ranks among the premier fraternities,
and I sought an opportunity to help develop the

resources to support its goal "To Better the Man"

at all of our chapters.

TOMAHAWK: Somehow you had time for a real

job and made quite an impact on higher education
in New England. Tell us about that.

Bob: After my eight years on the staff of the

University of Connecticut, 1 joined the staff of the

Connecticut Commission for Higher Education.
From there I transferred to the central office of

the Connecticut Community College System
as Associate Academic Officer. In 1971 , I was

selected from among 200 applicants to serve

as Founding President of Quinebaug Valley
Community College, its establishment having been

authorized by the legislature to serve northeastern

Connecticut. I served for 21 years as president. I

have also served as interim president at five of the

12 community colleges in the state. In addition, I

was an adjunct professor at my alma mater for 29

years, where I taught courses in higher education
administration.

Although I am now in my 80s, I continue to be

involved in higher education, and I serve as a

trustee of Nichols College in Dudley, MA, and as

a delegate from Connecticut to the New England
Board of Higher Education.

TOMAHAWK: Anything else to add?

Bob: I'm very proud to be an Alpha Sig.

Brother Miller's impact on higher education is

widely recognized. He has received numerous

honors, including the University ofConnecticut's

DistinguishedAlumniAward in 1978 and a papal
honor, Pro Ecclesia et Pontifices, the highest
award for laity in the Roman Catholic church.

Pope Francis bestowed it to him in 2013.

Bob and his wife, Sylvia, have five children and

reside in Pomfet Center, CT.

Summ.er2015 Alpha Sigma Phi � TOMAHAWK



Luith Alpha Si�s Gveryuuhore
Like Alpha Sigma Phi on Facebook, and Follow

us on Twitter and Instagram to stay up to date

with all that's going on with Alpha Sigs across
the United States and across the worid, From

philanthropic and service projects to alumni

news. Alpha Sigma Phi's social media accounts

have all the bases covered.

203 likes

alphasigs Eta Lambda (Oakland) heads to the
Sunshine State for #SpringBreak2015! Where are

you headed? #whiteandgold
view all 13 comments

-iBp Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity added 2 new photos
'�.�3f f-atirisry 26 af 1 -SOpm � ��

Theta (Michigan) helped raise close to $35,000 for Autism Alliance of

Michigan as a result of their annua! philanthropic event, which centered
around a broomball tournament! The project was successfully executed

after months of gathering sponsorships, spreading the word and building
the rink.
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Check out how Epsilon Theta (Ottertiein)
teamed up with SigmaAlphaTau to benefit
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Take a look at some highlights from the past few
months, and take action now to catch what's

new with Alpha Sigma Phi. �

ii alphasigs

1
i

326 likes

alphasigs Eta Xi (UC Colorado Springs) brother
Raider Keenan represented #AlphaSig on his journey
up the Manitou Incline! Worth a double-tap. ^ {]
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Foundation Grants
Near Record Amount
to Fraternity
David Reitan, Ohio wesieyan '1 1

Alpha Sigma Phi has
cultivated a true asset

for its undergraduate
members: the annual

grant from the Alpha
Sigma Phi Foundation.

The grant supports
qualified activities such as

leadership programming
and scholarships.
Each year, more than
1 ,500 undergraduates
are able to attend, at
no personal cost, the
Academy of Leadership,
Better Man Weekend,
Burns Leadership
Institute, Elevate, and
other educational opportunities through the

generosity of Foundation donors and the
careful stewardship by the Foundation board
of directors.

Some $51 2,000 has been granted to the

Fraternity for the academic year 201 5-201 6,
which is a 6 percent jump from last year As a

result. Alpha Sigma Phi will continue to be the
best value among all National Interfraternity
Conference members. (See chart on the inside
front cover for details.)
Alpha Sigma Phi's chief executive for both
the Fraternity and the Foundation, Gordy
Heminger, Bowling Green '96, points out that
"the Grant supports the Fraternity's ability to
provide outstanding educational programs
and helps keep membership fees reasonable,
while providing industn/-leading support to our

chapters and members."

Generous donors make educational programs possible, like the Academy
of Leadership, above, held this past January in St. Louis.

But that support is dependent on how well the
Foundation manages its endowment� and the

generosity of our brothers.

"Essentially, there are two pillars of funding
that support the grant," says Steve Zizzo,
Illinois '84, chair of the Foundation's board
of directors. 'The first pillar is the annual

giving we receive. Second is funding from the
endowment."

Brother Zizzo notes that during 201 4,
the foundation received donations from a

record-setting number of brothers, including
121 who contributed at the Grand Senior
President's Level, $1 ,000 or higher.
Several years ago, the Foundation board

adopted a conservative approach to making
endowment funds available to support
qualified Fraternity activity. A grants committee,
from the Foundation board, reviews the
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Fraternity's grant request and allocates no
more than 5 percent of a three-year average of
the endowment's value. That policy allows the
endowment to continue to grow and gives the
Fraternity a reasonable idea of annual revenue
from the grant, ensuring proper budget planning
for educational programs.

"Our (the Foundation's) commitment is to do
our best to give Alpha Sigma Phi as much

support as possible," Zizzo says. "I can honestly
say that the Foundation board members were

very excited about the fact that our grants are

used in an extraordinarily impactful way. Alpha
Sigma Phi has the best leadership programs
of any fraternity in the worid and I only wish
we had more financial resources to double
the grant to support these programs and our

chapters."
The Alpha Sigma Phi Foundation originated as

a charitable trust in 1 945 and was reorganized
as a nonprofit corporation in 2005. It is the sole

vehicle for tax-deductible contributions to Alpha
Sigma Phi.

Previous to the 5 percent cap on grants to the

Fraternity, funds distributed by the Foundation
were based on market performance of the

endowment. In 2000, right before the stock
market decline caused by the dot-com bust,
the grant to the Fraternity was $568,364. Alpha
Sigma Phi had approximately 1 ,800 members,
and 64 chapters and colonies.

"To put that into perspective," Brother
Heminger says, "10 years ago, the grant
represented 35 percent of the Fraternity's
revenue. The current grant of $512,000

represents 1 7 percent of the Fraternity's
revenue this year�and we have neariy
6,000 members, and 127 chapters and
colonies.

"Just think how great of a Fraternity we
would be, and the type of experience our

undergraduates would have, if our grant
was 35 percent of Fraternity revenue,
which would essentially be $1 ,050,000."

But just saying that undergraduates would
have a great experience is not enough. The
Fraternity's Grand Council and the Foundation's
board of directors both want to know that we
are having a positive impact on the lives of our
members.

Dual-CEO Heminger says the proof is in the
numbers. "We've used a variety of assessment
vehicles over the years," he says. "One metric
we use is improvement of our chapters. Are
they getting better?"

He points to data collected from each chapter's
annual report to headquarters. "Our chapters
are significantly better since 2009 from an

objective standpoint," he says. "We also look at
risk management incidents, and the data shows
that chapters that attend the Burns program or

send more than the minimum number of people
to our leadership programs have far fewer risk

management incidents."

Brother Zizzo reminds us that the Foundation
offers a phenomenal opportunity for alumni
to generously give back and support Alpha
Sigma Phi.

"Our annual Founders Day Challenge, gifts to
chapter endowments, and planned giving are

all important ways to support Alpha Sigma Phi's
mission of bettering men," Zizzo says, "Growing
and adding to the endowment ensures that we
are able to provide steady, long-term support
for the Fraternity. The endowment today is half
of where I would like it to be."

For information on the annual grant or ways to
give to Alpha Sigma Phi, please contact Gordy
Heminger at Qhenninger@alphasigmaphi.org. :t
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Many of the advantages our undergraduate members
enjoy would not be possible without the generous
support of our alumni. Membership in our Lifetime Giving
Societies recognizes these vital gifts given by living alumni
by amounts and number of years (in parentheses) given.

Mystic Circle Society: $1 million & higher
Stan G. Thurston, lowa State '66 (36)

Black Lantern Society: - $100.000 - $499.999

Ronald W. Dollens, Purdue '65 (12)
Ronald E. Graham, Oklahoma '74 (31)
Robert W. Kutz, UC-Berkeley '67 (40)
Larry M. Liss, Widener '62 (10)
Richard E. Middlekauff, Oregon State '61 (22)
Alfred B. Wise, Baldwin Wallace '43 (37)
Thomas C. Wajnert, IIT '61 (1 7)

Twill Society ; - $50.000 - $99.999

John R. Anderson, Trine '71 (21)
Thomas L. Brown, Indiana '75 (32)
Ronald R Fischer, Indiana '69 (19)
Peter S. Fuss, Michigan '54 (18)
Kevin J. Garvey, Westminster '75 (36)
Evan R. Geiselhart, Illinois '82 (23)
John B. Gibson, Jr., Indiana '85 (24)
Thomas R. Hinkley, Indiana '84 (14)
Brian W. Jump, Indiana '77 (29)
Gregory M. Kroencke, Illinois '91 (15)
E.G. Lassiter, Presbyterian '68 (22)
Jon E. Mittelhauser, Illinois '90 (5)
Robert A. Sandercox, Bethany '51 (35)
Steven V. Zizzo, Illinois '84 (25)

Ring Societv: - $25.000 - $49.999

Eric N. Allen, Purdue '71 (32)
R. Daniel Braun, Toledo '58 (29)
Jonathan K. Burns, Ohio Wesieyan '84 (30)
Luther R. Campbell, Pennsylvania '47 (40)
William F. Christ, Davis & Eikins '59 (9)
Robert L. Condon, Illinois '56 (5)
Lawrence J. Garuti, Trine '69 (5)
Richard R. Gibbs, Oklahoma '51 (36)
Norman W. Hadsell, Ohio Wesieyan '52 (33)
Jeffrey R. Hoffman, Member-At-Large '76 (17)
Leonard Hultquist II, Alabama '60 (12)
Jeffrey R Jackson, Trine '69 (7)
James M. McCornock, Purdue '57 (26)
Stan N. Miller, Purdue '64 (39)

David C. Moon, Trine '61 (5)
Christopher J. Musbach, Ohio Wesieyan '02 (12)
Jerry C. Newell, Illinois '49 (9)
Scott E. Olson, lowa State '65 (37)
Larry G. Spees, Ohio Wesieyan '57 (33)
Mark D. Still, Washington '75 (36)
Mark E. Stone, Trine '73 (1 6)

Badge Society: - $10.000 - $24.999

Robert L. Alexander, Illinois '51 (5)
Thomas R. Alspaugh, Trine '70 (1)
Alan M. Breedlove, Penn State '77 (24)
Daniel F. Bushey, West Virginia Wesieyan '98 (6)
Rick G. Buss, UNC-Charlotte '90 (14)
Robert G. Cabello, Eastern Michigan '70 (23)
John R. Chaney, Indiana '67 (24)
James H. Chapman, Baldwin Wallace '48 (39)
Richard A. Dexter, Oregon State '60 (38)
Donald L. Durward, UCLA '62 (22)
Kermit S. Eck, Clemson '12 (1)
Bernard W. Eisner, Illinois '50 (4)
Gregory N. Eppler, Purdue '69 (18)
J. Gary Fitzgerald, Marietta '58 (5)
Alan L Froehling, Illinois '70 (6)
Scott R Gallagher, M.D., Ohio Wesieyan '93 (12)
Jacob M. Gamble, Oregon State '97 (15)
Conrad F. Garvey, Findlay '68 (1 5)
Mark C. Gillen, Illinois '65 (29)
William C. Haffner, Ohio Wesieyan '95 (8)
Gordy F. Heminger, Bowling Green '96 (10)
Stewart T. Hittinger, Indiana '74 (1 7)
Nicholas A.H. Hudson-Swogger, Ohio Wesieyan '96 (7)
William L. Jambrek, Milton '59 (28)
Brian R Judge, Lawrence Tech '67 (33)
Geoffrey C. Kelly, Michigan '63 (25)
Edward G. Leedom, Bowling Green '86 (19)
Richard Leonard, Penn State '44 (22)
R. Joseph Kerr, lowa State '65 (12)
Robert J. McDermott, Illinois '93 (6)
James C. McMahon, IIT '78 (16)
Fredric R. Mishkin MD, Indiana '69 (22)
Robert S. Nocek, IIT '63 (15)
Arlen J. Paul, Trine '61 (13)
Charles Polandick, Ohio Wesieyan '55 (25)
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Bryan K. Proctor, Grand Valley '96 (1 2)
Richard T. Ritter, Toledo '91 (12)
Patrick J. Roxworthy, Illinois '73 (6)
Rodney M. Rusk, Central Michigan '93 (15)
Robert M. Sheehan, Westminster '76 (28)
Richard M. Sierra, Trine '80 (4)
Stuart A. Spisak, Westminster '78 (16)
G. Alan Sternbergh, Westminster '48 (35)
Dale E. Stewart, lowa State '68 (2)
Drew M. Thawley, Ohio Wesieyan '94 (16)
Michael K. Waters, Oregon State '73 (20)
Mark A. Williams, Rio Grande '79 (29)
Joseph R. Zimmerman, Bowling Green '77 (9)

Twin Roses Society: - $5.000 - $9.999

Norwood E. Band, Ohio Wesieyan '57 (14)
David C. Barton, Illinois '58 (1)
Michael G. Blasi, Rutgers '65 (31)
Paul R Bliklen, Purdue '45 (11)
Philip A. BIythe, Lehigh '85 (24)
Ralph R Brower, Penn State '56 (32)
Ronald C. Brown, Missouri Valley '66 (32)
Myron A. Burdge, Ohio Wesieyan '59 (12)
W. Bruce Burns, Ohio State '63 (22)
Frank Cannella, IIT '76 (7)
James L. Caruso, Illinois '82 (25)
Timothy A. Caveney, Illinois '64 (1)
Robert D. Clark, Oklahoma '52 (13)
Livingston A. Cody, Hartwick '54 (36)
Thomas B. Cornell, Michigan State '56 (30)
LyIe J. Cowan, Illinois '51 (16)
Jon B. Crumpton, lowa State '75 (23)
John W. Dant, Purdue '82 (7)
Patrick J. Dempsey, Lehigh '52 (33)
Robert A. Denes, lowa State '67 (22)
Howard A. Dunn, Oregon State '42 (25)
John R. Dupont, Illinois '69 (5)
Dennis R. Eickhoft, Purdue '64 (28)
Dan L Egler, Indiana '67 (1 7)
G. Robert Evans, Wagner '50 (9)
Jason R. Farmer, lowa State '98 (1 4)
Donald C. Forslund, Stevens Tech. '59 (31)
Robert M. Fugger, Illinois '00 (6)
Donald K. Green, UNC-Chariotte '91 (11)
G. Scott Grissom, Oklahoma, '78 (24)
Robert A. Grossman, Ohio State '67 (37)
Richard J. Hall, lowa State '61 (25)
Edmund A. Hamburger, NYU Poly '45 (9)
Lawrence B. Hunt, Davis & Eikins '64 (33)
Jason R. Job, Ohio Wesieyan '99 ( 7)
Jeffery D. Kaiser, Illinois '69 (3)

Donald M. Karpick, Purdue '71 (19)
William C. Kegel, Westminster '48 (1 7)
W. Ryan Kegel, Baldwin Wallace '74 (14)
YungD. Kim, IIT '90 (11)
Theodore R. Kocher, Findlay '92 (13)
G. Henry Koether, Wake Forest '68 (29)
Kevin S. Konecny, Bowling Green '99 (11)
Albert C. Koontz, Bowling Green '50 (4)
Donald R Kopka, Wayne State '48 (30)
Charles L. Kreutz, Toledo '74 (3)
Phillip R. Lamkin, Illinois '72 (4)
Ronald J. Lang, Pennsylvania '62 (24)
Edward W. Lenane, Plattsburgh '88 (1 6)
Robert C. Look, Lawrence Tech '74 (24)
Donald L Martin, Stanford '47 (37)
Matthew S. Maurer, Bowling Green '03 (11)
Ronald C. Merrell, Alabama '64 (3)
Robert E. Miller, Connecticut '49 (32)
Francis A. Morgan, Jr., American '58 (15)
Thomas J. O'Haren, Penn State '54 (31)
Barry A. Olson, Grand Valley '97 (1 2)
Dennis R. Parks, Baldwin Wallace '72 (20)
Todd A. Reigle, Rio Grande '88 (8)
Charles A. Rikli, Oklahoma '67 (25)
Thomas K. Ritter, Westminster '74 (12)
Pleasant H. Robnett, Illinois '48 (22)
Nicholas A. Santino, Trine '62 (1)
Jeffrey R Schwind, Toledo '75 (30)
John B. Showerman, Northern Michigan '69 (25)
Lawrence A. Shute, Purdue '63 (37)
John E. Smith, Hartwick '61 (24)
Robert D. Snow, Purdue '53 (29)
Craig R. Snyder, Penn State '85 (15)
James L. Snyder, Illinois '54 (11)
Charles E. Steward, Purdue '53 (29)
Gerald D. Stoltz, Clemson '12 (4)
Waldo D. Sturm, Michigan '56 (29)
Robert R Swift, Hartwick '59 (33)
Elliott L Thrasher, Marietta '60, (5)
Gary R Vajda, IT '71 (25)
Curtis W. Van De Mark, Cincinnati '60 (36)
James A. Vanek, Michigan '98 (15)
Charles J. Vohs, Penn State '75 (18)
George H. Weaver, Alabama '48 (17)
Edward H. Weber, Lehigh '53 (23)
Robert D. Wells, Ohio Wesieyan '57 (1)
Jack M. Wharton, lowa State '65 (27)
C. Jack Winquist, Michigan State '56 (36)
Michael E. Young, Murray State '94 (13)
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BROmER PROHLE
Greg Bell
When RadioWas

Conor Moran, Penn state '09

If you have ever found yourself driving on a long
stretch of highway and turned to Channel 82 on

Sinus XM satellite radio, chances are you have been

listening to the voice and programming of Alpha
Sigma Phi Brother Greg
Bell, Illinois '84.

Brother Bell began his.

career as a disk jockey
on a lark but then

moved on to a series of

increasingly prominent
positions that took him

from Illinois to Steamboat

Springs, Colorado.
After getting married,
he moved to the East

Coast, where he took a

high-profile position on a

relatively new medium �

satellite radio. XM, now
Sirius XM, gave him the

opportunity to launch

his own station around P"�^� coin^TESY of Graham

classics. Greg knew a bit about classics from growing
up, but he knew it might be challenging with limited
content. He and his team devised a plan to make
a channel like that work. Now, Radio Classics also

syndicates the program When Radio Was to over 200
terrestrial radio stations. Greg has had the opportunity
to work with stars as varied as Buzz Aldrin, Craig
Ferguson, John Schneider, and John Cusack.

Greg currently resides in the Washington, D.C.
area but is from Illinois. He chose the University of

Illinois originally to pursue a degree in aerospace

engineering. After about a year, he discovered
two things: His passions were much closer to

entertainment than engineering; and he found Alpha
Sigma Phi. The Eta chapter at the time was just
coming out of the process of rechartering and Greg
was in an early new- member class of the restarted

chapter. With a Greek community as large as the one

at Illinois, Greg found that the Alpha Sig experience
wasn't the stereotypical one; the fresh perspective

on fraternity and the quality of the
members were a great fit for him.

Greg often mentions Alpha Sigma Phi

when discussing a brother involved in

the Golden Age of radio like Vincent

Price, Yale '30. Brothers from around

the United States mail him when he

mentions the Fraternity on the air.

Greg reports that our era of rapid
communication and social media gives
him the ability to stay in touch with

brothers he hasn't seen in years� or in

some cases even met.

During the past year, Greg says it

was gratifying to him to see how

much Alpha Sigma Phi is growing.
He recently went with his daughter

Jamie Bush on multiple college campus visits on

the East Coast, and noticed an increasing number of

chapters and colonies at schools like the University
of Delaware, Towson University and East Carolina

University.

While his professional attention is on classic radio

programs. Alpha Sigma Phi's modern growth just
may get more on-air mentions.

You can learn more about Brother Bell by visiting
GreqBellMedia.com. 3,4
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Sharing Alpha Sigma Phi. That's what membership recruitment
is about. But when sharing our brotherhood takes the path of
father to son or brother to brother, that act, perhaps, carries a

deeper meaning.

Records kept by Alpha Sigma Phi headquarters trace almost
350 instances of brotherhood shared by fathers and sons,
uncles and nephews, grandfathers and grandsons, and
brothers with brothers. Because our histon/ spans 170 years,
there are undoubtedly more. And as Alpha Sigma Phi continues
to spread across the United States and now with a presence in
Canada and Scotland, we know there will be even more.

But what does it mean? Why do legacies exist? Are they
important to Alpha Sigma Phi?

"I think it is easy to underestimate the importance of legacies,"
says Gordy Heminger, Bowling Green '96, Alpha Sigma
Phi's chief executive officer. "Legacy members tend to

bring a passion to membership that's been grounded in the

Alpha Sigma Phi ^ TOMAHAWK Summer 201 5 17
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Begets
Brother
How Legacies Shape
Alpha Sigma Phi

Kyle Fowler, capitario

Jeffrey R. Hoffman, Member-at-Large '76



experiences of family members. That's
an automatic boost to an undergraduate
chapter and for alumni underscores our
commitment to the fraternity for life."

One of our principal founders, Horace
Spangler Weiser, apparently believed that

sharing Alpha Sigma Phi with a blood
relative was important enough to see

that his brother Erasmus, Yale 1846, was
brought into the sophomore society as

perhaps our first legacy member.

Through the years, others followed.

Notably, the two sons of Executive

Secretary Emeritus Ralph Burns, Ohio Foundation board member Even Geiselhart, and sonWill,

Wesieyan '32, Omega '93, are both Alpha ^ member of the Grand Council, are the first legacy duo to

Sigs: Bruce, Ohio State '63, and Jonathan, ^^^^ �" national boards simultaneously.

Member-at-Large and Ohio Wesieyan '84. Bruce 's two sons Todd, Ohio State '01, and Scott,
Member-at-Large '94 continued the family lineage.

Warren Buffett, Penn '48, shares Alpha Sigma Phi with his father Howard, Nebraska '22, and three
uncles Clarence, Nebraska '18; George, Nebraska, '21; and Fred, Nebraska '26.

And Evan Geiselhart, Illinois '81 , and his son Will Geiselhart, Illinois '13 share the distinction of the first
pair of legacy members to sen/e on national boards at the same time, Evan is a member of the Alpha
Sigma Phi Foundation board of directors, and Will is an undergraduate member of the Grand Council,

The real power, the real meaning of sharing with family members Alpha Sigma Phi is best told by the
men who experience it themselves.

Steve Gnewkowski, Michigan '67 and Mike Gnewkowski, Western Micliigan '01

Steve: Fate played a pivotal role in my
becoming the middle leg of our family legacy. I
had no idea when I pledged that my future wife
would be the daughter of a Theta alumnus, or
that years later my son would even know that
I belonged to a fraternity. You cannot imagine
the look of surprise on the face of my father-in-
law (Robert Tessmer, Michigan '48 when I gave
him the secret handshake! As for my son, I think
Mike remembered the crest that he saw as a

child on the paddle that hung on our basement
wall, and when it appeared in a campus
newspaper inviting him to be a founding father
at Western Michigan University, he was all in. 1
could not have been more excited or pleased
with his decision. I probably had that same look
of surprise I saw 30 years earlier!

Looking back, 1 can see that we are three
individuals who all share the same values,
aspirations, and principles either learned or

reinforced by our common association with Alpha
Sigma Phi. Although we took our oath decades

apart, we are bound together not only as family
but as members of an organization whose
values are timeless. We represent three different

generations who each gave what he could to the

fraternity but took away much more, and we are

all better men from the experience.

Both my dad and my son are men of

achievement, and we have had the good fortune
of sharing many proud moments, but one
memory that particulariy stands out for me is the

night of the initiation ceremony when I stood in
the same house 1 once lived in, and pinned the
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badge I treasure on my only
son. Man to man, the torch
was passed, and I knew in

that moment the flame will

continue to burn.

Mike: Hearing some of the

stories of being an Alpha Sig
from my dad and grandfather
while 1 was growing up always
sounded awesome. I was

intrigued by the secrets,
the good times, and the
brotherhood. 1 always hoped
someday I could have the
same experiences of my
own. Honestly, it generated my
excitement for college while

my high school buddies burned out during our

senior year of high school.

When the brotherhood found me at WMU and

gave me an opportunity to be a founding father,
I knew that my moment had come. Sharing the

challenges and experiences with my grandfather,
and having my dad involved as our GCA, was
priceless. In fact, in our first couple meetings,
my dad was our best motivator. He would come

and excite us with his stories and conversations
about what the fraternity experience meant to

him. In fact, he was even able to give us a few
music lessons, and enough courage, to head

out to our first official outing to serenade the
sororities of WMU.

Three generations ofbrothers. From left, Steve andMike
Gnewkowski, and Mike's grandfather, Robert Tessmer.

My dad has always been a huge part of my life
and one of the best friends/brother I could ask
for. Having him nearby while we were in college
was great, but sharing the development of a
chapter and the legacy of the brotherhood was

extremely special. Those days created lifelong
memories and friendships that we never would
have had, and certainly an experience with my
father that very few brothers have experienced.
Years of work culminated when I entered the

Mystic Circle at Theta Chapter and was greeted
first by my dad and grandpa. Who would have

ever dreamed that I would not only get to be an

Alpha Sig, but I would be initiated at the same

chapter house? Such an awesome honort

Connor Gau, Cliico State '11; Daniel Gau, Chico State '12; Timothy Gau, Chico State
'12; and David Gau, Chico State '14

Daniel: Having Connor, Timmy, and my father in the same fraternity is an experience we are

fortunate to share with each other for the rest of our lives. We don't just get to call each other
"father" or "son" but "brother" giving it a new meaning to each of us. In a way, we've doubled our

bond as a family.

My brothers and I grew up with the same values of Alpha Sigma Phi through my father, David Gau,
and our two grandfathers. Through their example, we saw what it meant to be a gentleman. We may
not have known that then, but for me it really solidified my choice in joining. 1 also saw the positive
change it had on Tim and Connor, so 1 wanted to be a part of something bigger than myself.
Connor: It was awesome to be able to introduce the fraternity I helped found to my younger
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brothers. Although we only overiapped
one semester together in the fraternity as

undergrads, it was something we'll always
be able to cherish. They both saw how big
of an impact the fraternity had on me and

my development that they knew before even

starting freshman year that they wanted
to go Alpha Sig. We had kicked around
the idea of getting my dad up to Chico to

honorary initiate for some time, and we

made it happen in April 2014.

The fraternity provided a great outlet for all
of us to develop as men. I feel very lucky
to be able to call them my both my actual
brothers and fraternity brothers.

It would be awesome if the Gau legacy
Timothy Gau, Chico State '12; David Gau, Chico State '14;
ConnorGau, Chico State '11; Daniel Gau, Chico State '12.

continues on with Alpha Sig in some way in the future. Our family has benefited in so many ways from

being Alpha Sigs that I'm sure my brothers and 1 would encourage our kids to look into the fraternity if

they had the opportunity to join.

Whin Melville, Cornell '60 and Jeff Melville, Cornell '06

Being a legacy at Alpha Sig wasn't originally part of my
plan. After attending the same college with the same

major (as my father), part of me wanted to pave my own

path. I had faint memories of stopping by the house with

my dad when I was little and visiting my sister at Cornell.
As recruitment progressed, I could feel the inevitability of
it. The brotherhood at the lota Chapter was the one that
made me feel the most at home, so I signed my bid. In
the end, I had no trouble "paving my own way."

Sharing Alpha Sigma Phi with my dad has definitely
added another layer to the experience. It's cool to see

what things have changed and what things have stayed
the same, especially since the chapter has occupied the
same house since 1912, We certainly don't wear a jacket
and tie to dinner during the week anymore, but the core

values are the same. The room we called the "coal bin"

actually had been used to store coal.

It has also been cool to see my involvement in the

fraternity cause my dad to revive his own. He became
active in the chapter's alumni corporation, sen/ing as

the treasurer. Sometimes 1 help bridge the paradigm
differences between him and the undergrads. We've gotten to attend big events together such as the
Centennial Celebration in 2009. It has enhanced not only the fraternal experience but also given us an

additional bond as father and son.

BrothersWhin Melville and son Jeff share
their love for Alpha Sigma Phi and diving.
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Ron Fischer, Indiana '69; Jeff Fischer, Indiana '92; and Aaron Fischer, Indiana '95
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ffon; Sharing
Alpha Sigma Phi

with my sons has

been a real joy in

my life. It caused

me to "reengage"
in the Gamma Chi

Chapter because
my boys and

(brothers) were
there, so the

stakes are bigger
to support the
Brotherhood. I

would like to think

that we all have

something special that isn't in many
families. In our case, we really have a

triple legacy�Alpha Sig and at the

same chapter and with both sons�

wow. The most significant event in

my life after getting married and the

birth of my children was attending the

initiation ceremonies of Jeff and Aaron

at my chapter, and forming the Mystic
Circle with them.

Both Jeff and Aaron were recruited

to Gamma Chi differently than I was.

They were solicited as seniors in high school and

pledged before starting at lU. I really wanted them

to make their own mind up and tried very hard not

to influence them. However, they both had gone
to the chapter for alumni events in their youth and

saw how important it was in our family's life. They
heard all the fraternity stories from brothers visiting
us over the years and I suppose they wanted to

build their own stories.

I probably feel a bigger sense of responsibility to

give back to the fraternity in as many ways as

The Fischer family: Tv^ro
generations ofAlpha Sigs�and

perhaps a third generation in
themaking.

Brothers Jeff and Aaron

possible in order

to leave as strong
an organization as

1 can. I'd like my

sons to also help
perpetuate it.

Jeff: We will

always have a

bond through
family What Alpha
Sigma Phi has

brought to me is

a bond through
brotherhood with

a foundation and

legacy of ideals
we believe in supporting and

promoting together. While there

was no direct influence from my
father to join, I am sure there was

"nuanced nudging" going on

unbeknownst to me. Honestly
I would be disappointed if he

didn't try to influence me, as

this organization is special to
him. I have a son of my own that

will be going to college in 1 8

months. Should the college he

decides to attend have a chapter on campus, it is

my intention to at least encourage him to visit the

brotherhood and decide for himself if he would like

to be involved. I have no doubt that the quality and
caliber of our brothers would be an irresistible draw

for him to join.

Through the years, I've witnessed my dad

contribute more of his time to Alpha Sigma Phi in

different capacities. Soon, I will be entering those

same influential years, and I feel the need to give
back to the organization that helped me become
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Frank H. Cowgill, Stanford 1917, Omega '86; George R. Cowgill, Yale 1919, Omega '80;
and F. Brooks Cowgill, Stanford '51

Frank H. Cowgill was a founding father of the Tau Chapter at Stanford University, established in 191 7.

He served as the chapter's treasurer prior to serving during Worid War I, after which he returned to

campus and served the Tau Chapter as president, In 1951 , Brother Cowgill had the honor of pinning
his own membership badge on his son F Brooks Cowgill, who later served as president of the Stanford

chapter Of interesting note is that George Cowgill, Frank's brother, was part of the original group
petitioning for a charter. He entered the Army before the Stanford charter was granted. Following his

service, he entered college at Yale, where he was initiated into our Alpha Chapter.

Brooks: Developing lifelong friendships and having the chance for leadership were, in that order, the

highlights of my college fraternity experience. 1 think my father would have expressed the same feelings.
I graduated six decades ago, and some of my best friends are among my Alpha Sig classmates, even

though we now live far apart. The opportunity and challenges of leadership during my time as an

undergraduate have also been valuable over the years.

When I became HSP (president), my brothers "initiated" me, as 1 led my first chapter meeting, by
putting me through the wringer of not knowing "Robert's Rules of Order." So I bought a copy�and

1 still have it and have used it innumerable times, whether in church committee meetings, board
meetings, or as a guide in business encounters. More important, though, were the life lessons of

leadership learned at an early age and under fairiy controlled conditions. Guiding and being responsible
for the effectiveness of a group of people is a challenge, whether in a small group (like a fraternity
chapter) or a larger organization.

I think my father and 1 had similar experiences in college at Stanford, and during our lives in business

and community sen/ice. I do cherish his funny stories about what went on in the same Alpha Sigma Phi

house on campus about 35 years before I arrived there.

S^

Editor's Note: I, too, have the privilege of sharing Alpha Sigma Phi with my son Peter Lucas
Hoffman, Member-at-Large '06. As a student at the University of Central Florida, he became

dismayed at what he saw of fraternity life on the campus. One chapter he visited during
recruitment claimed 'we're different' and yet could not define what made them different.
When approached by Alpha Sigma Phi staff to be an honored initiate at the 2006 Grand

Chapter in Chariotte, Peter jumped at the chance to join men of high character and principle;
a fraternity with which he shared personal values. Pinning our badge on his chest was one of
the true highlights of my life.
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A SpecialTribute
The Legacies Left by Gary A. Anderson

Thirty years ago, Alpha Sigma Phi lost Gary
A. Anderson, Westminster '71, Omega '85,
an individual whose life burned brightly and
far too briefly. Even
so, the example he
left still drives our

reason for being.

Gary� known to

some as Andy
and to others, like
Past Grand Senior
President George
Trubow, Michigan '53,
Omega '13, simply as

Sunshine, was known

for his brilliant smile,
quick wit, kindness
to others, and an

unfaltering love for

Alpha Sigma Phi.

He succeeded Ralph
Burns as Executive
Director of the Fraternity and in 1979 left the staff
to marry and start a family. Cancer took Gary from
us at the age of 33, leaving his wife, Debi, and two

young sons, Nicholas and Todd. For his dedication
to a positive undergraduate experience, the Gary
A. Anderson Award is presented to the chapter
that provides the best member education. In
2001 , both Nicholas and Todd were initiated
into Alpha Sigma Phi and given the chapter
designation of Alpha Nu (Westminster) in honor of
their father.

These are their stories of legacy:

Nicholas: When I think of my father, I think of this

great man who, in the short time he was here, with

me, gave the greatest gift, his unconditional love.
My mother has told me many stories about my dad
and me so it is hard for me to say what are actual

Brother Gary Anderson with his wife, Debi. Their sons, Nicholas and Todd,
were destined to be Alpha Sigs.

memories and what are the stories I have been told.
1 like to think it's a combination of both. The one

thing I do know is that 1 loved my father very much,
and I was his constant shadow. I loved spending
time with him. One of the things that I have a very
strong memory of is my dad playing baseball with
me in our backyard. I had this big red baseball bat,
and we spent hours playing ball. My dad loved to

play baseball, and my mom tells me that when I
was really little, we would go to his games and that
1 got so excited to see my dad play.
I love to read and have the same thirst for

knowledge that my father had. My favorite subject
is history, and this was my major in college. My
mother tells me I have the same quick mind that
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my father had, and I just absorb information and

never forget it, just like my dad. Knowing this

makes me feel closer to my dad and that I am

sharing something with him.

I don't really understand why my father had to

leave us when we were so young, but I do know

that he loved me when he was here and loves

me still. I will be forever grateful for the values he

taught me, even when I was so young, because

they stuck. I grew up without my dad, and I

missed him so much and still do today.

In our faith, babies are given a father's blessing.
I would like to share a few sentences from that

blessing because it speaks to the values he had

and wanted for me.

"1 bless you with a long and healthy life filled

with joy, peace and happiness and with many
opportunities to do good. I bless you with a

strong intellect and a deep desire to learn. I

bless you with the opportunity to have many
chances to use what you do learn for the good
of all mankind."

I am also grateful that my father became a

brother in Alpha Sigma Phi. I know that his

association with and the work he did for the

fraternity only made his values stronger. 1 will

always be honored to be part of this great
organization and for the honors they have

bestowed upon my father in his memory. He

loved Alpha Sigma Phi and spent a couple
of years traveling around in his infamous VW

van going from college to college helping to

establish new chapters. He then became

the Executive Director for two years and was

involved in making Alpha Sigma Phi the best it

could be, and the brothers the best that they
could be, just like the manual is titled, "To Better

the Man." Ultimately, that was his goal in life� to

always strive to be a better man. I believe he

succeeded.

Todd: The earliest memon/ of my father

happens to be the only memory that I have. I
was 2 years old and I pushed open the door to

my parents' bedroom to see my dad lying on

Brother Anderson was well-known for the VW bus

he drove to visit chapters and new colonies.

their bed. He had the blankets covering him,
and I recall seeing a tube in his arm. I climbed

up on the edge of the bed, and gave him a hug
and a kiss, and made my way back out of the
room. I'm not really sure how close that was to
the time that he passed, but it has been a vivid,
unfading memory my entire life.

I did not understand where my father had gone
and would constantly ask my mother when dad
was going to come back. I don't specifically
recall her response, but I know what she said

gave me comfort for that moment. I can only
imagine how gut-wrenching that question must

have been for her. My mother, Debi Anderson,
will forever be the strongest person I will ever
know in my life.

As Nicholas and I grew older and were able
to comprehend the situation better, our mom
would tell us stories of our dad and the impact
that he had on so many people. One such

story was, shortly after he passed away, calls
were placed to brothers throughout Alpha
Sigma Phi, and money was quickly raised for
Nicholas and I to use for college. If this is not
a testament to the impact that Gary had on

people, I don't know what is.

When we were reunited with Alpha Sigma Phi
back in 2001 , it was surreal, Growing up, we
heard stories from our mom about Gary, but
to see and realize how many people knew
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Brother Nicholas

Riley and Gracyn
Nick's father.

him or at least of him
was daunting. Then, to
find out that there is an

annual award created in
his name was the craziest

thing to see, It really put
into perspective to me

how much he really cared
about the fraternity. Then,
at the dedication of the
National Headquarters
building in Carmel, Indiana,
Nicholas and I were given
the great opportunity to cut
the ribbon. That was so

awesome! As we toured the
new building, we came to
the library that was named
after and dedicated to my
father's memory. Seeing
this was a truly humbling
moment, and ! knew that

Gary was there. It stands as

a testament to Gary's great
thirst for knowledge and
how he tried to share that with others, especially
his brothers. I am so glad that we were brought
into this wonderful brotherhood and have been
able to meet some amazing people.

If there is anything I know for sure, it's that my
father has been watching over me since he left
this earth. I will always be grateful to know that
I came from such an amazing man who had the
endless ability to care for others. I would like to
think that I have that same trait in me. I hope that
Nicholas and 1 can continue to honor the legacy
that was passed on to us. I look forward to

providing any help I can to those who may need
it, just as I know Gary would have done.

Debi: My name is Debi, and it was my great
privilege to be Gary Anderson's wife, even for a
brief time, and mother to our two sons, Nicholas
and Todd Anderson. I would like to share a few

thoughts on what I feel was Gary's legacy, not just
to his family, but to all those lives he touched in
his short time here on earth. The most important
legacy that Gary left was the importance of family
and the great love he had for his.

Al

1
lerson with wife, Stephanie, and their daughters,
e name Gracyn is a derivative ofGary to honor

Both my sons are men of honor, integrity, and
are of good moral character, traits they inherited
from their father. They each have physical
characteristics of their father as well. Even
though they were young when he died, they
were still able to see and learn the kind of man
their father was. They have both learned the
importance of family, and their commitment to
their families is something they inherited from
their father.

He taught his sons strength, honor, integrity, and
unconditional love, and instilled in them the desire
to thirst after knowledge and to always strive to be
a better man. Gar/'s legacy is one of love for his
fellow man and a desire to serve them, as well as
a deep commitment and love for his family.

Gary ended his will with this statement, "Be
cheerful and work hard. Do what is right� let the
consequence follow," On his headstone, we put
the following quote: "Eternal Life Comes from

Serving Others." This one sentence tells us what
drove Gary and how he showed by example how
to be of true service to others.
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A LEHER FROM AN ALUMNUS
JUSTWALK BESIDE ME AND BE MY FRIEND
IN THE WORDS OF DR. HAROLD Y. ARM
OHIO WESLEYAN '54
Most recently our nation's daily newspaper and media
newsmakers have brought the entire college fraternity systems
under close scrutiny. Oklahoma University has censored
one of its national fraternities for racial taunts captured on

social media.
Another prominent
university, Penn
State, has had one

of its fraternities
caught using social
media in a heinous
incident with co

ed guests. Cable
news panels put
these incidents
under a huge
public microscope,
asking the following
probing questions:

"Should we do
away with the

present fraternity
and sorority
systems in our

colleges and
universities?" And,
"has the fraternity
system become
obsolete?" As well
as, "Are the fraternity members elitists?"

As my wife and 1 watched the evening television news shows

discussing the relevancy of fraternities, I wished I could have
been a panel member discussing the value of those fraternities. I
am a huge benefactor of the Greek fraternity system. As a panel
member, I would expound on the great value of fraternity life and
how it, and my fellow brothers, helped shape parts of my life,
giving me tools to persevere and succeed in my life.

How did fraternity change my life?

I entered the freshmen class of Ohio Wesieyan University
in 1953. Our country was finishing up with the Korean War
Despite U.S. soldiers fighting together in this war, segregation
was Still prevalent in our country. In the south, there were

separate washrooms for "Whites Only" and "Blacks Only."
People of color had to ride in the back of the train and buses,
and Ms. Rosa Parks did not burst onto the scene until a

decade later. I was one of two Asian male students
entering the 1953 freshmen class at OWU in Delaware,
Ohio. In 1953, the distinct fraternity systems throughout
the country were either white Christian males, black and

interracial fraternities,
or predominantly
Jewish only
fraternities.

During rush week, I
never discussed my
childhood experiences
with anyone. For all
anyone knew, I was

just another student
entering school who
was from Chicago
and who was a huge
Cubs fan. I never
used my ethnicity in

my discussion with
anyone going through
rush week. It was not
a conscious effort
on my part, but my
ethnicity certainly was
a huge and inherent

part of my early life.

was setting a

eaking the White
selection process

qual, and proud to

Sigma Phi at Ohio

iversity in 1954."

rai, OhioWesieyan '54

Outright prejudice of
me being a Japanese-American was evident in most
of my young life. I was 7 years old growing up in Los

Angeles, California, in the 1940s when my entire life
changed with the bombing of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on
December 7, 1941 . I am a third generation Japanese-
American. In March 1942, 120,000 fellow people of
Japanese ancestn/, living mainly on the west coast,
were rounded up by the United States Army and FBI,
and herded into one of 17 'holding camps.' My parents
had two months to store their furniture and belongings,
and to turn over our Los Angeles home to a caretaker,
or be placed in prison for treason. Many people were

forced to liquidate their businesses and their homes at

greatly reduced prices. Pure panic occurred all along the
western coastal states.

We were allowed to have one suitcase per person in
the family with no contraband, radios, or cameras
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allowed. We were initially incarcerated in the Santa Anita
Race Track. We personally lived in a tent constructed
in the parking lot of the racetrack. Some lived in horse
stalls, which still retained a horse stench. Most of the
initial "holding centers" were fairgrounds or racetracks
located in the states of Washington, Oregon, and
California.

From March to October 1942, the United States
government hastily built permanent camp locations, many
of which were located on government land that was either
part of desert areas or swampland. In October 1942, our
family was moved to a permanent internment camp in
southern Colorado. There were similar camps located in
Idaho, the eastern border of California, Wyoming, Colorado,
and Arkansas. Most of these camps had eight thousand
to 8,000 to 16,000 camp internees. The concentration-like
camps had barb wired fences, watch towers and constantly
armed guards.

Our family like the rest of internees, lived in a 1 0-foot
by 16-foot tar paper-covered barracks. The barracks
were divided into ten barracks per block. These living
conditions were totally oppressive in the hot, humid
summers, and the bone chilling winters.

We all had to eat in a common dining hall and had to
use the one-block washroom facilities. Grade schools
and high schools were created in the latter part of
1943, but certainly were not equal to other educational
establishments across the United States.

With the end of Worid War II in August 1945, my father
chose to re-migrate to Chicago, Illinois. Our Los Angeles
home was robbed and destroyed by partial fire during our

Internment. Hence, my father elected "never to return to
the west coast" after everything we gone through before
and during WWII.

During World War II, my father was able to recruit many
workers from the internment camps to work for many of the
industrial companies in the Midwest as a personnel recruiter
He helped many companies where many males had left for
the war effort by hiring Japanese American camp personnel
to fill their workload. One of the companies he helped
funnel camp workers during WWII gave him a lifetime job
in their personnel department. He stayed employed with
International Harvester for 30-plus years.

As we left the Relocation Camps in 1946, our family was
given twenty-five dollars per member and a one-way
ticket to a destination of our family's choice. My parents
started their entire life with seventy-five dollars and a

ticket to a new life!

We moved to Chicago in 1946 and I finished grade school
in 1949. My mother heard of a private school in Chicago

that was looking to diversify. I took a series of tests and was

fortunate enough to obtain a quality education at the Francis
W. Parker College Preparatory School. I was there initial
Asian student and graduated in 1949.

In the fall of 1 953, I entered as a freshman at Ohio
Wesieyan. Needless to say I was scared, timid and not
quite sure what to expect, or even if I belonged. I decided
to enter the "rush process." As I went from fraternity
house to fraternity house during rush week, I soon learned
there were two levels of acceptance. One was as a social
membership whereby you have the rights of living and
eating with your fellow "brothers," but none of the privileges
of full membership.
The fraternities offering social membership to me explained
their chapter had a "Caucasian-only" cause. I fully
understood this given the times of segregation.
My initial introduction to the Epsilon Chapter of Alpha
Sigma Phi was hugely positive. The active members warmly
greeted me and made me feel like a "thousand bucks."
They introduced me to all the active members and never

once discussed a social membership with me. Nobody
asked me about my past life, nor did I ever feel I had to
mention anything about my five years incarcerated in an

internment camp.

I was ovenA/helmed by the sincerity and compassion of the
Epsilon Chapter at OWU. The Epsilon Chapter was setting
a precedent by breaking the "White Caucasian Male"
selection process mold. My acceptance by the Alpha Sig
house at OWU was casually done, and there was no added
pressure on me. I felt great, equal and proud to have joined
Alpha Sigma Phi at Ohio Wesieyan University in 1954.

In my initial acceptance for being an Alpha Sig, 1 was hugely
privileged to meet our then President of Ohio Wesieyan,
Mr Arthur Fleming, who also was a distinguished Alpha
Sigma Phi alumnus. During pledge week, I had the honor
of personally meeting Mr. Ralph Burns. I am humble in my
thanks to Mr Burns, as he navigated the Epsilon Chapter
House to make my acceptance so innocuous.

In a subsequent year, Mr Burns took me to an Alpha Sigma
Phi National Conference, in my senior year of college. It
was such an honor to meet some of the outstanding alumni
who I recall as being gracious to me as an undergraduate.

As I look back at my life, I have to focus on my original
fellow pledge brother I honestly state that some of my "life
lessons" and development resulted from my association
with my initial pledge class. Some of our class members
have passed on, and those who are still present have also
been part of my overcoming my learning curve.

I would like to mention a few of those brothers who made a

lasting impact on my life.
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Fred Ballard was our pledge class president and
always distinguished himself in leadership roles. He

carried his leadership capabilities into a great career in

banking.

Bill Steinbrenner was truly great with people and at

getting things done. He eventually retired from a highly
respected financial firm.

The Rev. Dave Huff always kept our pledge class
on the path of righteousness, and later became an

outstanding pastor.

Len Rott was my initial roommate and always showed

great passion for life. He was extremely helpful to me to

acclimate myself during my freshman campaign. I loved

his 'get up and go' spirit and attitude. He later had great
success with companies he subsequently ran in the state

of Colorado. He also Is the leader amongst all of our
pledge class to have the biggest growing family.

Bill Frazer also became a dear, dear friend. He helped
me in my studies and developed within me a drive to go
that "extra mile" to get it right. Bill was an outstanding
chemist for the Firestone Tire Company Over the years,
we have remained in contact with each other, and have
shared our love of travel and playing the great game of

golf. We both now have moved up to senior tees.

Ron McCiaren was a quiet member of our class, but
was a hard worker for our class and always willing to

help, nonetheless.

David Reed showed great leadership and guidance
during our pledge year, and later spent most of his life as

an officer in the United States Air Force.

Late in my junior and senior years, a Korean War veteran

joined our class, and his name was Mr Paul Cruser He

really helped shape much of my future career thoughts
and way of thinking with his very mature outlook on life. I

thank all my pledge brothers for their guidance and their

kind friendship.

I graduated from OWU in 1957. I immediately entered

Loyola Dental College of Loyola University in Chicago.
I also had to fulfill my military service obligation, thus I

entered the United States Air Force, eventually rising to

the ranks of Captain. 1 was fortunate enough to serve in

Japan and travel all through the Far East during my tenure
of service.

Following my service, I returned to graduate school in

Chicago to obtain a degree in Orthodontia. My wife,
Irene, and 1 settled back in the Chicago area. We set

up a private practice in Park Ridge, Illinois. I practiced
Orthodontia for 31 great years.

During my professional career, I was able to author one

textbook, numerous scientific papers, and was privileged
to lecture throughout Asia, the U.S., and South America. I

was also privileged to serve on many professional boards
of directors, and lastly the State of Illinois Board of Dental
Examiners. My biggest professional accomplishment,
however, was the opportunity to put permanent 'smiles' on
the faces of my many patients.

My life outside of my professional life was, and is, equally
rewarding. I have been privileged to serve on a number of

boards, including our century-old country club bar.

In addition, I have had the continual support and love of

my wife, Irene, for 54 years, as well as two successful

children. Dr. David Aral and Mrs. Shaunna Lynn Balady,
and my grandchildren.

Now back to the initial and essential question that I

proposed. Are fraternities needed in today's college or

university communities?

My answer is simple. ABSOLUTELY!

* * ?

WHAT I LEARNED FROM MY ASSOCIATION WITH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
I LEARNED ABOUT LEADERSHIP, GROUP RESPONSIBILITIES, AND INDIVIDUAL PERSERVERANCE.

I LEARNED PROPER SOCIAL GRACES AND RESPECT FOR WOMEN.

I LEARNED THEVALUEOFTEAMWORK.
I LEARNED TO SOWTHE SEEDS OF SELF-ESTEEM.

i LEARNED THE ART OF PROPER COMMUNICATION.
I LEARNED THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING AND BEUEVING.

I LEARNED ABOUT DEVELOPING MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS.
I LEARNEDTO DO THINGS RIGHT

I LEARNED THAT THE PURSUIT OF PROPER EDUCATION IS A UFETIME RESPONSIBILITY.
I LEARNEDTO ENJOY LIFE'S EXPERIENCES FULLY AND VALUE LIFELONG FRIENDS.

"I strongly feei that through my early fraternity life, coupled with the strength and help of others, I have been able to overcome most

of the obstacles to happen throughout my life. My self-worth was certainly enhanced by my great association with Alpha Sigma Phi."
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Eric Prystowsky, M.D.:
Electrician of the Heart

'It was a relatively young
discipline and I got into
it in the early days,
probably within
the first seven
or eight years of
its existence,"
says Brother

Prystowsky.

Defined as

the study of the
electrical properties ^J
of biological cells and
tissues, his primary focus
in electrophysiology has been
with cardiology.

"I'm basically an electrician of the

heart," he says.

"He really showed me the way," Prystowsky says.
"You watch him by example, and you see how

successful he was. You get this
vision that maybe you can

do something different."

Once he established a

mentor-like relationship
at Duke, Pn/stowsky
had only strengthened
his chances of
success.

While a mentor is

commonly known
as one who teaches

another, Prystowsky says
they're more than that.

"A mentor is not just a teacher,
a mentor is the next step," he

says, "A mentor is somebody who
actually takes an interest in you and

your career, and tries to help you get to the
next level. Very seldom does one walk the road

to success on his or her own merit."

Electrophysiology wasn't the first career path for
Eric Prystowsky, M.D., Penn State '66. But it's one
he's glad he took.

After completing his undergraduate studies at
Penn State, Brother Pn/stowsky earned his Doctor
of Medicine degree at the Mt. Sinai School of
Medicine in New York City.

Today he is the director of Clinical

Electrophysiology Laboratory at St. Vincent Hospital
in Indianapolis, a position he's held since 1988.

Brother Prystowsky discovered his passion for
the field while serving as a professor of medicine
and director of clinical electrophysiology at Duke
University Medical Center, where he also is a

consulting professor of medicine.

Prystowsky discovered the young practice at Duke,
where it was revealed to him by one of the "stars"
of electrophysiology.

Pn/stowsky points to the importance of mentors
not only for career paths, but also for life. "At some

point, you need to identify a mentor," he says. "All
of us have had inspirational people we can think
back to from grade school on up, people who
might have affected us in one way or another."

Brother Prystowsky's mentor offered support and
proper guidance, and Prystowsky began to publish
papers and lecture on electrophysiology

Then came the opportunity of a lifetime.

"In the early 80s, I was asked for the first time to
serve on the advisory board for a new drug that was
being developed," he remembers. "I was invited by
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my former chair of medicine to be on the board.'

At that point, Prystowsky was just two years
removed from his graduate studies, while

ever/one else on the board was a full-time

professor. One of Prystowsky's initial tasks as

a board member was to develop a 1 0-minute

presentation on the particular
drug to present to the rest of

the board.

The result of his preparedness
in his presentation was a trip
to Monte Cario, where he was

to attend a meeting about

the new drug on the board's

behalf. Pleasantly surprised,
Prystowsky accepted.

Once in France, Pr/stowsky
had some free time and went

to the casino in Monte Carlo,
where he won close to $100.
With that money, he bought
something that has been in his pocket to this day

'Td always wanted one of those little pocket
books to take notes. 1 went over and spent
around $80 and I bought this," he says, holding
the pocket book in his hand. 'Tve kept it in my

pocket all these years as a reminder that good
things happen when you prepare,"

As his career and life progressed, Prystowsky
learned the importance of balancing success and

quality of life. But it comes to a point when it's not

all about work, he remarks.

"Your kids are in school, family things start to

come up, then you start to balance a little better,"
he said. "Then at some point, like this point
in my career, while 1 still work very hard, I will

spend a lot of time with my family� especially my
grandkids� and that's okay."

Another facet that becomes more important once
your career is established and at a mature stage
is that of giving back, according to Prystowsky.

"You get to a point in your career where it is time

to give back," he says. "You've learned from your

mentors, and you've learned from your teachers.

You've absorbed things like a sponge,"

Once that sponge is full, he says, it's time to let

some of the water out.

"Sometimes in life, you've got to

squeeze the sponge," he said.

"And when you squeeze the

sponge, you start to give back."

For Prystowsky, that meant not

only giving time, but also giving
money, as he became more

involved with Penn State.

His generosity and involvement

with the university landed him a

distinguished alumnus award.

"It was ven/ humbling when the

president of the university called and told me I'm

going to get this award," he says. "It was a totally
unexpected, blew-me-away kind of honor."

After reconnecting with Penn State, Brother

Prystowsky was offered the opportunity to
become part of a mentoring system there,

providing him even more occasions to wring
the sponge.

Giving back time, donating money and,

serving as a mentor are all ways to continue

success. As an alumnus of Alpha Sigma Phi,

Prystowsky has always strived to stay on top

through these avenues.

"You have to keep at it with every mountaintop
you reach," he says, "You have two choices.

You either go back down or you climb another

one. Very few people can actually sit on top of a

mountain forever" .u
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2015
Expansion Review
If you're keeping score, Alpha Signna Phi is active on 127 campuses in the United
States, Canada, and Scotland. Here are the campuses new to us this past spring and
where we're planning to go in the fall.

Ethan Kraus, Maryland 98

Bridgewater State (Eta Tau Colony)
Located just outside of Boston, Bridgewater
State University is home of the Bears
and boasts an undergraduate
student population of just under
10,000. Alpha Sigma Phi became
the fourth Fraternity on campus.

Visitor's Tip: if you're visiting, make sure to visit
Chatta Box, a local pan-Asian favorite.

KENTSlXrE.
U N I V E R S i T Y

Kent State (Eta Sigma Colony)
Located in northeast Ohio, near Akron (our
Epsilon Sigma chapter), Kent State is one of
the largest universities in the region with almost

24,000 undergraduate students. Famous for
the May 4, 1 970 Ohio Army National Guard

shooting at an anti-Vietnam War protest, the
school is also known for being one of the top
research universities in the country. The Golden
Flashes play in the Mid-American Conference

against a number of schools with Alpha Sig
chapters: Bowling Green, Akron, Miami, Central
Michigan, Eastern Michigan, Toledo, and
Western Michigan. Alpha Sigma Phi joins 1 9
other fraternities at Kent State. Membership
presently stands at 32 members.

Visitor's Tip: Check out the May 4 Visitor Center for
an in-depth museum experience through the tragic
and iconic shooting in 1970.

University ofNorth Carolina at

Pembroke (Eta Upsilon Colony)
Located in eastern North Carolina,
UNCP joins nine other Alpha Sig
chapters in North Carolina. The
UNCP Braves play in the Peach
Belt Conference against schools
with Alpha Sig chapters incuding
Georgia Regents and Georgia Southern. The

campus is locally known for its prestigious
Givens Performing Arts Center. As the fourth

fraternity on campus, the colony has grown to
32 members.

Visitor's Tip: Pembroke is the tribal seat of the
Lumbee Tribe ofNorth Carolina. The UNCP Native
American Resource Center hosts a number of cultural
events for Native American students and for those
interested In learning more about the Lumbee Tribe.

Northern Kentucky (Eta Phi Colony)
Located across the Ohio River from Cincinnati
in the town of Highland Heights, Northern
Kentucky University is the youngest of
Kentucky's eight state universities. The Northern

Kentucky Norse are members of the Atlantic
Sun Conference and are the only school in that
athletic conference to have an Alpha Sig group.
Alpha Sigma Phi is the sixth social fraternity on

campus and presently has 21 members.

Visitor's Tip: Riverboat rides along the Ohio River
are available for dinner cruises or
for several days of sightseeing.
Plus, the campus is only seven
miles outside of Cincinnati. I^j .i j jj

^Oh?
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Targeted Fall Semester

Morehead State (Eta Chi Colony)

Midway between Lexington, KY, and
Huntington, WV (or in Alpha Sig terms

between the inactive Sigma Chapter at the
University of Kentucky and the very active

Beta Delta Chapter at Marshall University),
Morehead State is considered one of the top
public universities of the South. The MSU

Eagles play in the Ohio Valley Conference
with in-state rivals Murray State (Delta Tau)

and will become the
third active chapter
in Kentucky. Alpha
Sigma Phi is the

1 0th fraternity on

campus and presently has 32 members.

Visitor's Tip: Check out Cave Run Lake. Book a

lakeside campsite, and enjoy the foothills of the

mighty Appalachian Mountains.

Wright State (Eta Psi Colony)
Located just outside ofWright-Patterson Air

Force Base is named in honor of the Wright
Brothers of flying fam. Home to the

Raiders, Wright State has five

fraternities in addition to Alpha
Sigma Phi. The new Alpha Sig
colony has 39 members.

Visitor's Tip: Runners can
participate in the United

States Air Force Marathon that takes place annually
on the third Saturday in September at the Air Force
base near campus. U

Tex
Joining Alpha Sig groups at Stephen R Austin,

University of Texas, and UT San Antonio are:

ij University of Houston
Mi Texas State University

Alpha Sig's first chapter in the great state of
Nevada, the "Silver State":

'

University of Nevada-Reno

Alpha Sig's first chapter in the great state of
Utah, the "Beehive State:"

';^:? Utah State University
Nor
A return for the Beta Zeta Chapter at the home

of the Wolfpack:
s North Carolina State University

Joining Psi Chapter at Oregon State will be a

new colony at the home of the Ducks:

University of Oregon

Alpha Sigma Phi's first chapter in the great
state of Montana, Big Sky Country:

"� University of Montana

Okl
�^" Joining chapters at Oklahoma State and

Cameron comes a reactivation of our Alpha
Alpha Chapter:

:� University of Oklahoma

Marking a comeback to our Gamma Gamma

Chapter, founded in 1943:

University of Connecticut

Joining our six active chapters in the

Commonwealth:
�''. Averett University
�'

:� University of Mary Washington

If you know a student at any of these schools

who would make a great member, regardless of

their possible interest, please contact: Layton Piver,
assistant director of expansion and growth
at lpiver@alphasigmaphi.orq.
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Chapter Councils
A Chapter Council's primar/ rote is to advise and mentor the undergraduate officers by providing a mature

perspective to the undergraduate chapter Alumni volunteers, faculty members, and family members play
important roles in each of the 1 1 positions that comprise a fully functioning Chapter Council. To learn
more or to volunteer for a Chapter Council near you, please contact Director of Alumni Engagement Denis
Beaudoin, Ohio Wesieyan '01 , at dbeaudoin@alphasigmaphi.org.

-1

Institution
\%

Clapter %, \
Designation � 4

%
%

^
v> \ Missing Chai>ter

Council Positions

Albright College Epsilon Kappa 31 11 DNS 3.1 Yes $0 978 Full Council 5

American University Beta Chi 28 9 DNS DNS Yes $0 835 Full Council 2

Appalachian State
University

Epsilon Rho 36 14 DNS DNS No $6,000 800 Faculty and Parent/Family 4

Arizona State
University

Zeta Beta 85 21 DNS DNS No $0 30 Financial, Ritual,
Recruitment, Parent/Family, Membership
Education, Service/Philanthropy

3

Auburn University Zeta Psi 28 2 DNS 2.88 No $632 105 Financial, Scholarship, Standards
Recruitment, Membership Education,
Service/Philanthropy

4

Baldwin Wallace
University

Alpha Mu 29 8 2.48 3.19 Yes $209 0 Full Council 6

Barton College Gamma
Lambda

10 4 DNS DNS Yes S420 350 Brotherhood, Standards,
Sewice/Philanthropy

2

Bentley University Epsilon Mu 10 0 3.25 3,29 No $0 150 Faculty, Standards, Parent/Family 3

Bethany College Beta Gamma 29 11 DNS DNS Yes $200 500 Full Council 9

Binghamton
University- SUNY

Epsilon Nu 31 9 DNS DNS No $0 0 Parent/Family and Membership Education 2

Bowling Green
State University

Gamma Zeta 38 19 DNS DNS No $3,000 362 Full Council 12

Bridgewater State
University

Eta Tau A N/A DNS DNS No $0 0 Missing All 4

California State
University Chico

Epsilon Psi
�1
62 30 DNS DNS No $1,261 1,583 Brotherhood 6

California State
University, Fresno

Zeta Mu 49

�
19 ^^ DNS

li $842 741 Brotherhood, Financial,
Ritual, Scholarship, Standards, Recruitment,
Membership Education, Servflce/Philanthropy

8

Cameron University Eta Rho

i
13

ii 3.02
^ih $0 145 Brotherhood, Financial, Ritual, Scholarship,

Standards, Recruitment, Membership
Education, Sewice/Philanthropy

3

Capital University Epsilon Chi 37 13 2.74 3.05 Yes $1 ,800 1,600 Full Council 7

Carnegie Mellon
University

Alpha Gamma 53 53 DNS DNS Yes $3,200 27 Financial and Membership Education 6

Central Michigan
University

Delta Rho w 10 DNS DNS Yes $2,135 1,302 Full Council 7

Clemson University I Epsilon Upsilon 93 21 3.18 3.19 Yes $1 ,700 64 Seivice/Philanthropy 10
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Institution

Colorado State
University

Cornell University

Davis & Eikins College

East Carolina University

Eastern Michigan
University

Elmhurst College

George Mason
University

Georgia Institute
of Technology

Georgia Regents
University

Georgia Southern
University

Grand Valley State
University

Hartwick College

Iliinois Institute of
Technology

Illinois State University

Indiana University

Indiana University

Chapter
Designation

��.

Zeta Epsilon

lota

Gamma Delta

Delta Eta

48

7

64

Gamma Upsilon 32

12

9

7

30

11

DNS '"W" $1 ,400

3.29 3.38 Yes $3,223

DNS DNS No $0

DNS DNS No $0

DNS DNS No $0

800

1,407

0

400

0

Missing Chai>ter
Council Positions

DeltaChi 33 17 3.3 3.32 Yes $2,144 1,21!

Zeta Rho 33 11 DNS DNS No $500 20

Facult/. Scholarship, Standards

Full Council

Standards

Full Council

Brotherhood, Rnanclal, Ritual, Scholarship,
Standards, ParenfFamily Membership
Education, Sen/ice/'Philanthropy

Full Council

Scholarship and Recruitment

6

4

2

3

6

2

Zeta Eta

Zeta Delta

EtaMu

Delta Phi

1 13 3;17 3,43 ^^ $1,653 1,164 Full Council

t1 4 3.14 3 No $1,036 350 GCAand Faculty

T9" 1 DNS" DNS "Tier $0 281

65 34 DNS DNS

Brothertiood, Hnanclal, Ritual, Scholarship,
Standards, Recruitment, Membership
Education, Servica'Philanthropy

$20,000 1 ,900 Full Council

BetaXi 28 6 DNS DNS No $0

Alpha Xi 37 12 DNS_ DNS Yes $3,000

Delta Omicron 92 52 DNS DNS No $2,600

Gamma Chi 56 27 3.29 3.3 Yes $2,500

Zeta Sigma 15 2 DNS DNS No $0

700 Brothertiood

1,011 Full Council

2,300 Faculty

760 Full Council

763 GCA, Faculty, Ritual, Scholarship, and
Setvice/Phllanthropy

�P

lowa State
University

James Madison

i
Keene State College

Phi

Zeta Tau

Zeta Xi

58

41

24

24

18

11

DNS

m
3

2.75

DNS

3.2

No

No

Yes

$4,200

$1,525

$250

1,573

i
1,070

750

Full Council

1
Brothertiood, Financial, Ritual, Scholarship,
Membership Education, Setvice/Phllanthropy

Financial

8

i
2

Kent State University Eta Sigma 31 31 DNS DNS No $0 0 Full Council 6

Lawrence Gamma Psi 29 12 DNS 2.84 No $1,818 827 Full Council 12

Technological University
Lock Haven University Delta Nu 12 6 DNS DNS Yes $126 175 Full Council 2

Longwood University Delta lota 23 7 DNS 3,17 Yes $250 700 Full Council 2

Marietta College Delta
'

14 3 2.96 2.87 Yes $921 642 Full Council 7

Marshall University Beta Delta 44 13 2.91 2.86 No $7,352 1,222 Full Council 7

McDaniel College Epsilon Xi 22 11 DNS 3.15 No $47 13 Full Council 2

McGill University EtaNu ;;47

li
8 DNS 3.21 No $0 550 Faculty Brotherhood, Financial, Ritual,

Scholarship, Standards, Membership
Education, Seivice/Philanthropy

2

�
Miami University Epsilon Pi 64 29 DNS 2.87 No $8 5 Full Council 3



Institution Chap.� \\ \ % %X %Designation ^ -^ ^ "^ tS. ^^^^

%
Missing Chaptei
Council Positions

Michigan State
University

Gamma Kappa 62 29 DNS DNS Yes $1,785 180 Full Council I
Missouri Valley College Alpha Omicron 16 13 DNS DNS Yes $0 1,500 Scholarship w
Morehead State
University

Eta Chi 28 28 DNS DNS No $0 0 All positions 6

Murray State University Delta Tau 108 34 DNS 3.04 Yes $4,8,55 2,749 Faculty 12

Mew Jersey.
nstitute ofTechnology

Alpha Rho 29 11 3.04 3.05 Yes $1,521 982 Full Council 6

Nortih Carolina
Wesieyan College

N/A 11 5 DNS DNS No $185 350 GCA, Ritual, Scholarship, Standards,
Membership Education, Service/Philanthropy

2

Northern Kentucky
University

Eta Phi 17 17 DNS DNS No $0 0 Faculty, Brotherhood, Ritual, Scholarship,
Standards, Parent/Family

8

Northern Michigan
University

Delta Beta 18 7 2.75 2.78 Yes $0 Full Council 6

Northwood University Zeta Zeta 20 9 DNS DNS No $1,480 0 Full Council 6

Oakland University Eta Lambda 43 26 DNS DNS No $0 0 Faculty, Parent'Family Philanthropy/ Sen/ice 10

OhioWesieyan University Epsilon 52 16 3.21 3.42 Yes $2,320 1,692 Full Council 6

Ok ahoma State
Un versify

Eta Alpha 40 8 DNS 3 No $401 90 Brotherhood, Financial, Ritual, Scholarship,
Standards, Recruitment, Membership
Education, Service/Philanthropy

3

Oregon State University Psi 49 8 3 3.01 No $0 120 Faculty, Financial, Seivice/Philanthropy
5

Otterbein University Epsilon Theta 51 30 DNS DNS No $0 28 Scholarship, Standards. Membership
Education, Service/Philanthropy

7

Pennsylvania State
University

Upsilon A 19 3.14
j& $22,000 1,935 Faculty, Ritual, Scholarship 2

Plattsburgh, SUNY Delta Xi W 12 2,97 ^0 $149 16 Full Council 2

Presbyterian College Alpha Psi 18 9 3.23 2.82 Yes $0 700 Full Council 7

Purdue University Alpha Pi 56 9 3.12 2.88 Yes $0 104 Scholarship 6

Radford University Delta Theta 36 13 DNS DNS No $0 735 Full Council 5

Rensselaer
^oytechnic Institute

Beta Psi 19 7 DNS 3 Yes $400 30 Full Council 2

Rutgers University Beta Theta 34 6 2.97 3,02 No $4,314 844 Faculty 2

Salem State University Zeta Pi 28 10 DNS DNS No $500 25 Brotherhood, Scholarship,
Recruitment, Membership
Education, Service/Philanthropy

3

Salisbury University Epsilon Eta 9 3 DNS DNS Yes $0 328 Full Council 2

San Francisco State
University

Zeta Lambda 52 23 DNS 3 No $1 ,000 1,350 Full Council 5

San Jose State
University

Eta Beta 36 15 DNS DNS No $0 160 Scholarship Advisor 2

Seton Hall University Zeta Alpha 48 18 3.26 3.3 Yes $2,000 203 Full Council 5

Slippery Rock
University

Delta Delta 24 8 2.89 2.41 No $600 20 Full Council 2

Sonoma State
University i

Epsilon Phi 73

1
31 22^ 2.7

,

No $10.00 1,750 Brotherhood, Financial, Ritual,
Scholarship, Recruitment,
Parent/Family, Membership Education,
Seivice/Philanthropy

3

Southern Illinois
University ,_

Eta Gamma 25 10 DNS DNS No $0 10 Brotherhood 6
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Institution Chapter
Designation

w
js.
%
CK ^.

*

Si

^
\̂

Missing Chai)ter
Council Positions

Stephen R Austin
State University

Eta Pi 29 1 DNS DNS No $0
'mk Brothertiood, Financial, Ritual, Scholarship,

Standards, Recruitment, Parent/Family,
2

SUNY Oneonta Zeta Chi 28 9 DNS DNS Yes

�
SO 822 GCA, Ritual, Service/Philanthropy

Membership Education,
Sen/ice/Philanthropy

6

Stevens Institute
of Technology

Alpha Tau 47 11 3 3.19 Yes $0 1,550 Standards, Membership Education 4

The Ohio State
University

Zeta 13 5 3.23 3.12 Yes $1 ,000 406 Fuli Council H
Towson University Eta Omicron 69 21 DNS DNS Yes $13,000 10 Rnanclal, Scholarship, Standards,

Recruitment, Membership Education
5

Trine University Beta Omicron 24 10 DNS DNS Yes $0 644 Full Council 4

University at Albany
-SUNY

Zeta lota 29 11 3 2.82 No $0 636 Faculty 2

University of Akron Epsilon Sigma 17 1 DNS DNS No $0 0 Membership Education Advisor 2

University of Alabama Alpha lota 36 12 3.2 3.21 No $0 866 Full Council 7

University of Arizona rS Gamma lota 114 62 DNS DNS Yes $0 18 Brotherhood 5

University of California
-Irvine

Eta Epsilon 20 12
1

DNS

�
DNS No

�
$570 12 GCA, Faculty, Brotherhood, Scholarship,

Standards, Parent/Family, Membership
Education, Sereice/Phllanthropy

2

University of California
-Berkeley

Nu 21 11 3.16 3.05 Yes $75 924 Sen'ice/Phllanthropy 6

University of California
-Davis

Zeta Gamma 28 16 DNS DNS No $659 702 Parent/Family 2

University of Central
Arkansas :^m

Eta Zeta 27 2 DNS DNS

1

No $150 210 Brotherhood, Financial, Ritual, Standards,
Recruitment, Parent/Family Membership .

Education, Service/Philanthropy

4

�
University of Cincinnati Beta Sigma 25 9 2.9 2.97 Yes $0 0 Faculty 4

University of
Colorado at Bog||HH

Pi 59 35 DNS

�
DNS No

H
$5,400 350

1
Scholarship, Standards, Membership
Education, Service/Philanthropy

11

�
University of Colorado
-Colorado Springs

EtaXi 35 2 DNS DNS Yes $624 6 Faculty, Scholarship, Seivice/Philanthropy 4

University of Delaware Delta Pi 52 33 DNS DNS
'

$37,586 2,059 Fuli Council 7

University of Hartford Epsiton Lambda 34 14 DNS DNS No $0 15 Full Council 3

University of Illinois Eta 112 44 DNS 3.15 No $0 200 Full Council 13

University of lowa Alpha Beta 34 1 DNS DNS No $0 42 All positions except for GCA 4

University of Maryland Epsilon Delta 75 24 3.31 3.32 Yes $9,655 2,630 Full Council 6

University of
Massachusetts

Gamma 56 22 DNS DNS No $0 4 Full Council 6

University of Miami '�':' Gamma Theta 52 23 3.28 3,16 Yes $6,550 2,435 Ritual 2

University of Michigan Theta 76 32 3.31

_

3.4 Yes $35,000 618 Faculty, Scholarship, Standards,
Recruitment, Service/Philanthropy

7

University i|HB|
of Michigan-Flii^^^l

Zeta Phi 21 5 1,95 No

�

$0 10 Brotherhood, Financial, Scholarship,
Standards, Recruitment, Membership
Education, Sen/ice/Philanthropy

7

1 � � Kh �



Institution Chapter % \ <^ %, W
Designation 1& % "^ "^ ^ *^ Missing Chapter

Council Positions \
University of Minnesota Rho 17 7 2.91 3,13 No $500 487 Faculty and Service/Philanthropy

University of North
Carolina, Asheville

Zeta Theta 28 11 DNS DNS Yes $1 ,000 1,300 Full Council 9

University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill

Eta Kappa 83 22 DNS 3 No $1 ,958 2,265 Full Council 3

University of North
Carolina, Charlotte

Delta Zeta 64 27 2.74 2.74 No $2,280 1,425 Full Council 6

University of North
Carolina, Pembroke

Eta Upsilon 24

�
24 DNS

1,

DNS No $0 236 Brotherhood, Standards,
Recruitment, and
Sen/ice,/Philanthropy

6

University
of Pennsylvania

Omicron 38 14 3.42 3.3 Yes $964 1,193 Membership Education Advisor 6

University
of Rio Grande

Delta Epsilon 19 8 2.52 2.77 Yes $0 480 Full Council ,:6

University
of South Rorida

Zeta Omicron 74 35 3.09 2.99 Yes $7,546 2,578 GCA, Faculty, Recruitment 15

University of Stirling Theta Alpha 22 22 No $0 0 All positions

University
of Texas-Austin

Eta Eta 44 17 3.27 3.03 No $0 20 Faculty, Brotherhood, Ritual, Scholarship, 6
Standards, Recruitment, Sen/ice/Philanthropy

University of Texas
-San Antonio ^

Eta Theta 14 9 DNS DNS No $0 8 All positions 2

University of Toledo Beta Rho

University of Virginia Zeta Upsilon

University
of Washington

Mu

35 16 DNS DNS Yes $1,000

60 18 3.27 3.19 Yes $3,018

94 19 3.32 3.31 No $5,000

University of Wisconsin Kappa

^TrrorsJniversity ofWisconsin Zeta Kappa
Whitewater

Virginia
Polytechnic Institute

34 18 3.04 3.04 No $605

I
20 '2.91 2.96 Yes $1,795

Delta Upsilon 29 11 DNS DNS Yes $750.

mmsm

2,787

1,701

1,000

1,050

Full Council

Faculty

Faculty

Ritual, Scholarship, Recruitment,
Service/Philanthropy

Wake Forest University Beta Mu

Wayne State University Beta Tau

West Virginia University Alpha Kappa

m

Western
Carolina University

West Virginia
VVesleyan College

Western
Michigan University

Eta lota

Beta Nu

Epsilon lota

24 3.19 3.21 Yes $6,323

22 11 3.04 2.9 Yes $960

30 9 DNS 2.39 No $0

16 1 DNS DNS No $438

"f;220 Full Council

Full Council

Full Council

Full Council

6

6

: 2

10

? 6

I:

? 2

I
35 12 DNS DNS Yes $600

23 9 3.06 2.97 No $0

904

532

Westminster College Alpha Nu

Wright State University Eta Psi

i.
19 7 DNS DNS Yes $0

30 30 DNS DNS No $0

HHHK

Brothertiood, Rnanclal, Scholarship,
Standards, Recruitment, Membership
Brothertiood, Rnanclal, Ritual, Scholarship,
Standards, Recruitment, Parent/Family,
Membership Education,
Service/Philanthropy
Education, Sen/ice/Philanthropy

Full Council

Parent/Family

Full Council 6

6
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Duringthemonthof April, Alpha Sigma Phi used its social media outlets to shed light on the tremendous efforts and

successes some of its chapters and colonies saw during the 2014-15 academic year. The campaign dubbed "Alpha
Sigma Phi 30 in 30," or "ASPSOinSO" for short, highlighted one chapter or colony for each of the 30 days in April, as

featured men highlighted what it means to be an Alpha Sig.

l:i.ere:,are,sQm�MtfWigh.ts.fmmAiDha,Signw,,PI)i:s.^^^^^^^^

DELTA THETA EPSILON DELTA
]\m

SPREADING AWARENESS ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE A HISTORIC ENDEAVOR

tm

OTHER NOTABLES

AWARENESS ABOUT SEXUAL

ASSAULT DN CAMPUS.

The men of Delta Theta

ASSISTED Zeta Tau Alpha

Sorority tor a road side

CLEANUP effort.

*Ra.iheo Sg.asi row T��f*TwaN

�krap. IFC New MCMeCR Fall GPA - 3.30

'*avERALL Fall BPA of 3.32

APRQpoaeD "Sit Down to Stano up"

i evEMT raR RAINN

!*WeLCDNIEO Z4 NEW MeMBERS DUWIHQ

_ _ ,1 sot 4-1 5 ACADEMfC veAR
EPSILON DELTA BECAME THE 1ST

FRATERNITY HOUSE IN U.S. TO BE *TWO men aitemocd tme 20ia SIB

DECLARED A SAFE HAVEN FDR

VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKINCS.

HIBHfilPHT'NB YfHftT IT hEAIJS TB B6 M\OTft SIB ilUUIjQ^^�ASP30in30 #IAmAFraternityMan

The men of Delta Theta (Radford) kicked off the
campaign with a couple of their highlights from the year.

These highlights included bringing in special guest
Lauren Debski. a survivor and RAINN Speaker Bureau
member, to spread word and awareness about sexual

assault. They also teamed up with Delta Theta Sore

keep loca! streets clean.

TO FOLLOW UPCOMING CAMPAIGNS AND NEWS. CONNECTWITH US!

HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG
#ASP30in3fl KIAmAFratemityMar

Epsilon Delta (Maryland) appeared the next day, as they
shared their history-making accomplishment, becoming
the first fraternity house in the U.S. to be declared a Safe

Haven for victims of human trafficking. With it. Alpha Sig is

now the first fraternity with members trained to assist such
ctims. Epsilon Delta finished the year by being honored

^�alphasigs Kn^I alphasigs /alptjasigmaptii



ETA ALPHA GAMMA ZETA
HOMECOMING KINGS

3/30

MUK DAY SERVICE DANCING FDR CHILDREN

1^

4/30

BUILD-A-BEAR

Eta Alpha took Brand

MARSHALL and STUDENT

Eta Alpha spent their Martin

LUTHER King, Jr. Day

Drbanization sweepsteaks 1 ST BY volunteering to help

Place w/ ladies of Alpha Omeqa. clean the community.

The men of Gamma Zeta

danced in Bowling Green's

Dance Marathon, with benefite

going to mercy children's.

Bamma Zeta built stuffed

teddy bears for mothers

who lost their child

during birth.

Kim : ill]MIS i _
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG

#ASP3Bin30 ^lAmAFratemityMan
The brothers from Eta Alpha (Oklahoma State) were
highlighted on Day 3, as they shared their success of
becoming Grand Marshall and first place; Student

Organization Sweepstakes during homecoming week. They
also spent their Martin Luther King, Jr. Day cleaning up

their community.

ZETAMU

#ASP30in3{l IIAmAFratemityMan
Gamma Zeta (Bowling Green) told their story the next day,
taking part in Bowling Green State University's annual

dance marathon. The efforts made during the event went

to benefit Mercy Children's Hospital. Committed to helping
all who face childhood sickness, the men also made

stuffed animals for suffering mothers.

DELTA OMICRON
OKTOBERFEST FOR RAINN MAKING WISHES HAPPEN

The men df Zeta Mu spent

an afternoon hanging

Zeta Mu woke up at ihe

3reak of dawn one morning

Delta Omicron hosted their

FIRST annual DKTOBERFEST,

The men of Delta Dmichdn

participated in Chi omega's

OUT WITH KIDS at a local TO RAISE FUNDS FOR VALLEY

Boys and Sirls Club. Children's hospital.

HAVING A GREAT TURNOUT MARCH MADNESS. RAISING

TO RAISE FUNDS FDR RAINN. FUNDS FDR MAKE A WISH.

Kim:Kill Kim:
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO B� AN ALPHA SIG

|i(ASP30in30 (flAmAFratemityMan
Zeta Mu (Fresno State) continued the theme of benefitting
children, as their story involved spending a full afternoon
with kids at their local Boys and Girls Club. In a seperate
effort, the brothers set their alarm clocks for the break of
dawn to raise funds for Valley Children's Hospital. In total.

over $44,000 was raised for the Valley Children's.

IGUTINR
#ASP3flin30 #IAmAFra)emityMan

Along with strong recruitment success in 2014-15. Delta
Omicron (Illinois State) also did their part to make an

impact. In their first annual Ocktoberfest, the men had the
turnout seen above to raise money and awareness for

RAINN. Delta Omicron took part in an event that raised the

funds of the Make-A-Wish Foundation.



ZETA OMICRON
7/30

ALPHA MU
8/30

RUNNING FOR RAINN A DAY ON THE PITCH

THE BRDTHERS OF ZETA DMICRDN MOST RECENTLY, ZETA OMICRON

SUCCESSFULLY RAISED OVER FUNDRAISEO $SK. ALSO FOR

The MEN

IN MARL..

.\ MU SERVED

.ANIMALS TD

Alpha Mu also teamed up

with lambda chi alpha to set

$2K for RAINN IN THEIR FALL

Sk to fight sexual assault.

RAINN, IN THEIR SPRING

SOCCER TOURNAMENT.

BENEFIT EFFORTS MADE BY THE UP TABLES AND PREPARE FOOD

BEREA ANIMAL RESCUE FUND. AT A LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL.

KimIKUKl!iL_rnhHI mHTINR WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG
MSP3(Iin30 fflAmAFratcrnityMan

Zeta Omicron (South Florida) became "RAINN Makers"

throughout the 2014-15 academic campaign, holding
successful events for the nation's largest anti-sexual

violence organization. Combined, the mens" 5k run in the

fall and soccer tournament in the spring raised more than

$7,000 for RAINN.

#ASP3l]in30 iflAmAFraternityMan

The brothers of Alpha Mu (Baldwin Wallace) engaged in

efforts in March to benefit the Berea Animal Rescue Fund.

They also teamed up with the men of Lambda Chi Aipha
Fraternity to serve at an area high school. The men helped
set up and prepare food for lunch. Additionally, Alpha Mu

served their community on a Saturday of Service.

ETA OMICRON
9m

SUPPDRTINQ ALPHA PHI TIQERTHON SUCCESS

The men or eta Dmicrdn

ATTENDED A PHILANTHROPY

dinner to SUPPORT Alpha

ETA DMICRON participated IN

Towson U's TiberTHQN,

HELPING raise OVER $Z00K FOR

Phi's 'Phiesta' event. Children's Miracle Network,

BETA DELTA
10/30

FEEDING THE HOMELESS RENT-A-P

The brothers df beta Delta

chipped in, spending time

IN the fall to help

FEED THE HOMELESS.

BETA DELTA HELD MULTIPLE

EVENTS FOR A LOCAL ANIMAL

SHELTER. MOST RECENTLY, THEY

RAISED OVER $500.

HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG
�&SP3flin3l) #IAmAFraterfiityMan

Eta Omicron (Towson) had a successful first year. Along
with being approved to charter in the upcoming fall, the

brothers also saw charitable highs. In addition to the feats
above. Eta Omicron hosted a daylong event for RAINN,
"Unlock the Silence.

"

Some proceeds went to help the
family of a classmate diagnosed with a brain tumor.

MSP30in3Q MAmAFralernityMan
In a fail service project, the men of Beta Delta (Marshall)
spent their time serving food at a local homeless shelter.
In a reoccuring effort, the brothers brought puppies to
campus as part of "Rent-A-Puppy." For a small fee,

students could spend time with one of the puppies. The
spring edition of the program raised over $500.



DELTA PI
Din^ 11/38

EPSILON PSI
fflDii

MAKING STREETS CLEAN UDANCE FOR DAULTON

120)

MAINTAINING THE PARKS CAN YOU SAY DYNASTY?

mpM^ry/
The BROTHERS OF DELTA Pl

JOINED WITH THE SISTERS OF

iGE ROLE

IN U or UELAWARt H UDANCE.

Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority in This year's version raised over

adopt-a-hlghway efforts. $ i m against childhddd cancer.

The brothers of Epsilon Psi Epsilon Psi become intramural

spent multiple afternoons champions in four different

in 20 14- is maintaining sports this year: soccer,

local parks in chico. basketball.volleyball & football.

Kim \KillKimL
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT ilMEANSTO BE AN ALPHA SIG

MSP30in30 SIAmAFratemltyMan
Delta Pi (Delaware), with the sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma
Sorority, improved the cleanliness of local roads. The

University of Delaware's annual UDance marathon raised a

record of over $1M to fight childhood cancer. Delta Pi,
raising $30k alone, was joined by a young boy named
Daulton. He was the inspiration behind their efforts.

#ASP30in30 //lAmAFratemityMan

The brothers cf Epsilon Psi (Chico State) took a handful of

trips to local parks in Chico, California, to maintain and

help keep them beautiful. On campus, the men became a

champion to be reckoned with, winning four intramural
titles in 2014-15. The men were crowned in soccer.

basketball, volleyball and football.

BETA TAU EPSILON
DODGING DIABETES

13/30

OTHER NOTABLES

14/30

FEEDING THE COMMUNITY THANKING PP

Beta Tau helped raise $1,500
toward diabetes research

IN Alpha bamma Delta's

�DODGING DIABETES'TOURNAMENT.

? Raised nvE� $Z,ODO w/ the ladics

OF Alpha gamma delta for MtcHioAN

SPECIAL OLYMPICS

* FUMORAISEQ NORTH DF S3SD FOfi

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSC CHARITIES |

j^RAIBED ADDITtOMAL FUNDS ra� RAINN

I AND THE HUMANE SOCIETY VIA

MULTIPLE EVENTS AND EFFORTB j

\it CODROINATED TAILGATES DUfllNa THE

i FOOTBALL SEASON

I^BROTHEW NSCK SOABD PREVAILED AS

The men of epsilon spent

time volunteering for feed,

A DINNER WAS HELD TD THANK

professors FDR THEIR PART IN

HOMCCOMINd KINO

SERVING FOOD TO MEMBERS EPSILON HAVING THE HIGHEST GPA

OF THE COMMUNITY. AMONG FRATERNITIES DN CAMPUS.

HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS
/r'ASP30m30 fffAmAFraternityMan

Beta Tau (Wayne State) came in on Day 13, sharing a

number of accomplishments. The men held a campus-
wide dodgeball tournament dubbed "Dodging Diabetes."

The event raised $1,500. Another success came from a

team effort with the ladies of Aipha Gamma Delta Sorority,
as they raised $2,000 for Michigan Special Olympics.

#ASP30in3O i/IAmAFraternityMan
Epsilon (Ohio Wesieyan) served meals to members of the

community. The men accomplished the highest GPA on

campus among fraternities. In appreciation, the men held

a dinner for some of their professors to thank them. Not
pictured. Brother Zach Paull, Ohio Wesieyan '12, won the

Patricia Young Award for service to children/youth.



DELTA PHI EPSILON THETA
CYCLING FOR CANINES

15/30

OTHER NOTABLES POP TABS FOR RMHC

1U30

WHIPPING UP A MEAL

:ow
lit Recruitcd a total Dr 35 New

MEMBERS IM 20 t ^- 1 5 ACADEMIC VCA

^ Beccsved IFC Chapter or ExcrLLtNcc

AWAKD

if QAisro nvEFt !$2k. in Puppv Love Date'

Auction ran Canin� CaMPANiaisis; 7k j
views On VOuTuBE TEA3CR TRAILCR j

2QTH ANNUAL Bike TRIP AROUND

LAKE MICHIGAN LATER THIS MONTH.
* IFC GRANTED NEW EREEK MOUSI^^Ci

Epsilon Theta teamed up with The men of Epsilon Theta

Sigma alpha Tau. collecting spent the time to volunteer at

OVER TWO garbage BAGS OF TABS A LOCAL FIREHOUSE, COO KING

FOR RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE. A MEAL FDR FIREFIGHTERS.

Km It I Kim
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHUGHTINGWHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG

#ASP30in30 #IAmAFr3temityMan

Every year. Delta Phi (Grand Valley) takes a 1,300-mile
bike trip around Lake Michigan to raise funds for Canine

Companions for Independence. This year, on the 20th

annual trip, the men raised a record $33k. The 2015
ammount surpassed last year's total by nearly $5,000.

rhe men also received an IFC Chapter of Excellence award.

#ASP3Bin30 tflAmAFratemltyMan

The men of Epsilon Theta (Otterbein) and the sisters of
Sigma Alpha Tau took part in some friendly competition.
Split into teams, the contest was to see who could collect

the most pop tabs for Ronald McDonald House Charities.
In a more singular effort, they visited a loca) firehouse and

made dinner for firefighters, thanking them for service.

ALPHA PI
D D. r 17/30

IMPACT THROUGH DANCE BOWLING FDR BBBSA

alpha pl busted a move in alpha pl brothers stepped up

Purdue university's Dance and organized a successful

Marathon, raising over $1 ,Soa bowling event for

FOR RiLEY Children's hospital. Bio Brothers Big Sisters.

ETA ETA
18/30

RENOVATING A SCHOOL gQTH ACTIVE CHAPTER

Eta Eta played a role in

the renovation efforts of

Eta Eta cdlonizld in the

spring of 20 1 A. Dne year

A LOCAL MIDDLE SCHOOL, IN LATER, THE MEN WERE APPROVED

PART WITH UT Project. by the brand Council to charter.

Kim IKillKim:Kii]
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG

#ASP30in30 SIAmAFratemityMaii
Enjoying a renaissance of sorts, brothers of Alpha Pi

(Purdue) began the 2014-15 academic year with a positive
outlook. One of their efforts, participating in Purdue

University's dance marathon, raised over $1,500 for Riley
Children's Hospital. The men also hosted a bowling event
to welcome kids from their local Big Brothers Big Sisters.

(tASP30ii30 #!AmAFralemrtyMan
The brothers of Eta Eta (UT Austin) made short work of

their colony status, approved to charter in the upcoming
fall. This feat was captured just a year after Eta Eta

colonized in spring 2014. The men shared a charitable
success when they visited a loca! middle school with UT

Project to assist in renovations.



ALPHA KAPPA ETA RHO
19/30

PHILANTHROPY WORKS RECHARTERED: 4/ 1 B/ 1 5

DirniNiawM

IMPROVING THE PARK CHARTERED: 4/19/1 5

K^^^fcfc*'

TOP: Alpha Kappa raisi i>

FUNDS FDR RMHC IN THE FALL.

BOTTOM: The men helped Chi

Alpha Kappa was officially

RECHARTERED on APRIL IS,

BECOMING THE 9 7TH ACTIVE

OMEGA BENEFtT MAKE A WISH. CHAPTER OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI.

Eta Rho ti .xr in

THE FALL VU.-- __!:1NG TO

REFRESH THE PAINT JOB

AT ELMER Thomas Park.

Eta Rho reached a huge

milestone on APRIL 1 9, AS

THEY ENJOYED A SUCCESSFUL

CHARTERING CEREMONY.

KII
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS

II] KU
AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTINf

#ASP30in30 #IAmAFraternityM3n
Perhaps the highlight of the 2014-15 academic year for

Alpha Kappa (West Virginia) came late in the campaign, as
the men were rechartered on April 18. The road to charter

was polished during the year by a number of philanthropic
initiatives. The men raised funds for Ronald McDonald

House Charities in the fall and Make-A-Wish in the spring.

(iASP30in30 *IAmAFratemityMan

Eta Rho (Cameron) made their appearance on Day 20.
sharing their recent chartering success. The men were

chartered on Apnl 19. The brothers of Eta Rho also spent
their time and effort at a local recreational area named
Elmer Thomas Park, volunteering to "brush up" on the

paint job of its fences.

m
ETAXI

13 M n n is^mo. mm

THE HELPING HANDS BONDING W/ BROTHERS

Eta xt volunteered to help

PAINT AND UNLOADED FULL

TOP: The bhqtherb df Eta Xi

WENT TO the X Games in Abpen.

ZETA
um

NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM ROLLING FDR RAINN

Zeta spent time volunteering

at the Ohio History

BAGS of animal FOOD FOR BOTTOM: THE MEN SPENT A DAY MUSEUM'S 'NiGHT AT THE

THE Humane Society. qm the slopeb in February. Museum' exhibit in February.

The BKurHEHis khom Zeta

put on a successful

bowlines event in april

HGHLIGHTING
Imi] KU

MSPSOinSO fflAmAFratemltyMan
The brothers from Eta Xi (UC Colorado Springs) also spent
time painting, as they volunteered to paint their local

Humane Society. They also unloaded bags of animal food.
The 2014-15 year was one of bonding for these brothers.
as they attended the X Games in Aspen, Colorado, and

spent a day skiing in the month of February.

HIGHI IGHTINi
I

TD BENEFIT RAINN.

�ASP30in30 SIAmAFratemrtyMan
Zeta (Ohio State) shared their success on Day 22, and no.

winning the College Football Playoff wasn't one of them.
The brothers spent some time helping out at the Ohio

History Museum's "Night at the Museum" exhibit in

February. Additionally, they hosted a bowling event in April
to benefit the efforts made bv RAINN.



PI OMICRON
��[ 23/30 24/30

IFC'S MOST IMPROVED A CONCERT FOR RAINN

The MEN OF Pl WERE HONORED

IN DECEMBER, AS THEY WERE

The MEN HOSTED A CONCERT

AND RAFFLE, RAISING OVER

THE BROTHERS OF OMICRON

SPENT A WEEKEND IN OCTOBER

Omicron underwent a

successful ceremony in

VOTED IFC'S 'MOST IMPROVED $3,500 FDR RAINN WHILE

FRATERNITY CHAPTER". ALBQ SPREADING AWARENESS.

PAINTING AND CLEANING THE FEBRUARY, AS THE MEN WERE

PENN VET WORKING DOG CENTER. OFFICIALLY RECHARTERED.

Kim JHI]K]M��HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG
WSP30in30 fflAmAFraternltyMan

The gentlemen of Pi (Colorado) were honored in the fall of

2014 as the IPC's Most Improved Fraternity Chapter on
campus. Showcasing why they were deserving of that
recognition, the brothers hosted a concert and a raffle,
collecting a grand total of $3,500 for RAINN. This event
not only raised funds, but it also spread awareness.

MSP30in30 #IAmAFratemityMan

ALPHA XI
25m

Another colony turned chapter during 2014-15, Omicron
(Penn) reached their illusive milestone during a ceremony
held on February 7. Leading up to their big day, the men

did their philanthropic part. Just one of their highlights
included spending a weekend volunteering to paint and

clean the Penn VetWorking Dog Center.

ALPHA GAMMA
um

BACK-TO-BACK CHAMPS '.AN CLASS R E C H A R T E R

Alpha Xi took the Greek

Football Championship

The brothers teamed up with

Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority

FDR a second year IN A TO RAISE FUNDS VIA AN EVENT

ROW BACK IN DECEMBER. FOB BlG BROTHERS BiG SISTERS.

Alpha Oamma reappeared on

the campus df carnegie

Mellon in fall, with an

initiation class df 40.

The men of Alpha bamma

earned their charter less

than A FULL YEAR AFTER

RESTARTING IN SEPTEMBER.

UMiiyKim:
HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEAN!

#ASP30in3O /(lAmAFratemityMan

The men of Alpha Xi (IIT) spent just a small portion of their

fall semester securing their second Greek Football

Championship in as many years. The brothers went on to

team up with the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority in a

different kind of success, raising money for Big Brothers
Big Sisters. They did so by hosting a bowling event.

HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG
SASP3Qin30 (/lAmAFratemityMan

Day 26 was all about the brothers of Alpha Gamma

(Carnegie Mellon). Highlighting their year was a

rechartering feat reached on April 24. Alpha Gamma

reappeared at Carnegie Mellon University in the fall of
2014. Their reappearance generated a 40-man class to

kick off the next chapter of Alpha Sigs at Carnegie Mellon.



GAMMA PSI
27/30

EVENT FOR FDOn^BAJ^IK GREEK DAY COMPETITION A HAPPY HOMECOMING RMHC PHILANTHROPY

,1^

^^*^*^
?!i|^'"^'"'

gamma psi spent a morming

volunteering to lend a

hand at their local

Gleaners Food Bank.

The men of Bamma Psi took

TO THE field ON LAWRENCE

Tech's Greek Day, taking an

overall THIRD PLACE.

Alpha Omicron welcomed

alumni brothers to join with

The BROTHERS OF ALPHA

Omicron gathered for their

THEM and their NEW MEMBERS PHILANTHROPY EVENT AT

FOR HOMECOMING FESTIVITIES. RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE.

Kim KU KUii._HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPH4S1� HIGHLIGHTING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ALPHA SIG
�ASP3Din30 SIAmAFraternityMan

Gamma Psi (Lawrence Tech) jumped in on Day 27 with a

couple of their notable accomplishments, starting with

spending a morning at a local food bank. The brothers also

enjoyed competing together during Lawrence Tech's Greek

Day. Overall. Gamma Psi finished third among all Greek

organizations on campus.

nASP30in30 (TlAmAFraternityMan

The brotherhood at Alpha Omicron (Missouri Valley)
convened during the hoopla of homecoming

weekend in the fall. Alumni from over six decades

spent time with their undergraduate brothers. The men

also captured first place in the homecoming parade float
contest for a second consecutive year.

ETANU
^mm^m

lODTH ACTIVE CHAPTER OTHER NOTABLES

Not only did Eta Nu become

]itA7 INITIATED BROTMCRB. ONC OF

i.argcst cirganizatians on campus

i �*'comi�leted terrv fox 5k for cancer

Rum as ORDUP

�Ar Completed Hcsht the wioht

. Leukemia walk

�^Hei-D WORKfiMQP TO OtSCUSS ALCOHOL.

S�XUAL MARASaMCNT AWARE.MESB &

PnEVEMTIQN

THE 1 ST INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF |*B�eEK WCEK CHAMPS FALU ZO I a

ALPHA Sigma Phi, but will also

BECOME ITS 1 DOTH active CHAPTER,
^Overall GPA of 3.Z1

GAMMA IOTA
30/30

TOP FALL RECRUITMENT A CLEAN COMMUNITY

Bamma iota ran away with

THE HONOR OF having THE

THE MEN OF Gamma Iota took

THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEND

TOP FALL RECRUITMENT CLASS A SUNDAY IN MARCH CLEANINO

OF A9 Better Men. streets in the community.

Kim KU KUi;
HIGHI IGHTING

#ASP30in30 SIAmAFratemityMan

International expansion was unprecedented for Alpha
Sigma Phi before the inception of Eta Nu (McGill). These
men, colonized in the fall, have already been approved to

charter and become the Fraternity's lOOth active chapter:
also unprecedented. These trailblazers are good with the
books as well, earning a collective 3.2 GPA in the spring.

IGHTING
SASP30iri30 WAmAFraternilyMan

Rounding out the campaign were the recruitment kings.
Gamma lota (Arizona). A Fraternity-best 49 men were

initiated in the fall alone, and their 68 new members

throughout the course of the year were also tops among all

Alpha Sigma Phi chapters. Service? Yes. Just one of their

projects included cleaning streets in the community.
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WAYS OF GIVING
Every gift made to Alpha Sigma Phi matters, because it helps further our ability to Better the Man. Since our inception in

1 845, we have shaped the leaders of tomorrow with the help of our valued donors. Today, Alpha Sigma Phi is the fastest

growing fraternity in the nation. May we continue to grow and achieve our mission, to Better theWorld through Better Men.
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